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For Every Region. For Every Code.
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Advanced glass coating technology from AGC gives new Energy Select the perfect

Padova, Italy

balance of light and solar control to deliver maximum energy performance in
every region of the country. The result is a product offering that not only provides
the performance required by code, but also delivers the aesthetics you demand.
That’s the beauty of new Energy Select.
Find out more at us.agc.com
or email us at info@us.agc.com.
Learn more about
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Lessons to Learn

ost meetings we hold in our offices have some levity to them, but not
this one. Some of us spread out across the wooden conference table; others stood against the back wall of the room, one joined us via conference
call. Banter was non-existent and the pallor of the room was morgue-like. Our normally light-hearted team of experts was uncharacteristically somber this day.
The occasion of our meeting was to discuss an action unprecedented in the history
of USGlass magazine: the creation of a special issue focused on the single topic of
school safety. Our meeting was held just a few days after the shootings in Newtown,
Conn., and we were all still dealing with the collective grief. In the room were most of
our editorial staff members and some from our digital media services department.
Together, the group included parents of 11 children, most of them under the age of 12.
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Midwest

Sad how time has changed: the most we had to deal with at my elementary
school in Roosevelt, N.Y., was an occasional water balloon hurled through an
open window.

In addition to all our concerns as grand-, God- or just plain-parents, we were also
concerned for the industry we love and write about each day. Glass, it seems was taking
a lot of heat for the tragedy. Personally, it strikes me as amazing that a mad gunman with
a stockpile of ammunition can break into a building and extinguish lives barely begun,
yet the first thing I heard blamed was the glass.
So we sat there as parents and journalists, determined to open up a whole issue
to the topic of school safety and glass. The result is in your hands. It includes an
incredible amount of candor from the industry and some very thoughtful discussion around it.
The focus of this issue goes beyond human security. School safety includes protection from hurricanes and tornados and fire, as well as from bombs and Bushmaster
rifles in the hands of lunatics.
Through the leadership of our vice president for editorial Tara Taffera and USGlass
editor Ellen Rogers, our staff has labored tirelessly to bring you this month’s edition.
We are sad that we had to create an issue such as this. But glad that we did.
—Deb
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GANAPerspectives

Asking the Right Questions Matters

P

School Security is Best Approached Systematically

by B i l l Ya n e k

ost Sandy Hook and Boston, our
nation’s leaders are heavily investing time and effort into securing our public venues. The Boston
situation is just sorting itself out, but
school security after Sandy Hook continues to resonate with the public.
The materials used to secure schools
are just one aspect of school security.
Comprehensive school facility security
must incorporate a systematic approach.
Entry Protective Measures: Making
it more difficult for an individual to gain
access to a facility makes sense for an initial consideration. Hardening entry areas

could be as simple as enhancing the glazing systems so an attacker would be
slowed or prevented from access.
Egress May Be Just as Important:
Since 1992, there have been 387 school
shootings and in those shootings, almost 60 percent of the victims were between the ages of 10-19. However, an
interesting correlation is that same age
group contributes to almost 70 percent
of the shooters as well. So, it is worth
considering that individuals who are
not of student age invading schools for
shootings occurs as a minority, not the
majority, of attacks. Protection is im-

Commonly Utilized Resources
for Protective Glazing

• ASTM F 1233 Standard Test Method for Security Glazing Materials and
Systems
• ASTM F 1642 Test Method for Glazing and Glazing Systems Subject to Airblast Loadings
• ASTM F 2912 Standard Specification for Glazing and Glazing Systems Subject to Airblast Loadings
• ASTM E 1886 Standard Test Method for Performance of Exterior Windows,
Curtain Walls, Doors, and impact Protective Systems Impacted by Missiles
and Exposed to Cyclic Pressure Differentials
• ASTM E1996 Standard Specification for Performance of Exterior Windows,
Curtain Walls, Doors and Impact Protective Systems Impacted by Windborne
Debris in Hurricanes
• GANA’s Laminated Glazing Reference Manual
• GANA/PGC International Protective Glazing Manual
• GANA PGC 01-0707 Bullet Resistant Glazing
• GANA PGC 02-0509 Blast Mitigating Glazing
• GANA PGC 04-0210 Detention Facility Glazing
• FEMA’s Primer to Design Safe School Projects in Case of Terrorist Attacks
and School Shootings
• NIJ 0108.1 - Ballistic Resistant Protective Materials
• UL 972 Standard for Safety for Burglary Resisting Glazing Material
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portant, but for attacks originating
from the student body or student-age
individuals, egress considerations must
be given significant consideration.
Individuals likely to engage in attacks: Dealing with this part of a school
facility system is certainly beyond the
scope of the glazing industry, but must
be addressed by our elected leaders. No
entry or egress protective system is perfect. So, school security stakeholders
need the best available information and
support in identifying individuals most
likely to threaten schools.
Ask the right questions: A few years
back, famed economist Art Laffer addressed a GANA event. When asked
about whether he thought our elected
leaders could eventually solve, or even
help, our economic woes, he struck an
optimistic tone. He said that eventually
our elected leaders get policy right—especially if they ask the right questions.
With regard to school security, the debate is how to best secure schools and
other public facilities previously deemed
“soft” targets. If we keep the focus on
achievable solutions, eventually good
policy (and building) will follow. A great
first step in helping our leaders to ask the
right questions would be to place a copy
of this issue in their hands, and soon.
GANA also has a Protective Glazing
Committee and if you are interested
in joining, please visit www.glasswebsite.com. ■
B i l l Y a n e k is the
executive vice president
of the Glass Association
of North America in
Topeka, KS.
www.usglassmag.com
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NewsAnalysis

W

hen it comes to updating
out-of-date and even dangerous products in educational facilities, this is done only when
absolutely necessary, glass experts find.
“Due to current budget restraints,
newer and improved products will replace
existing less safe products only when broken and when the maintenance staff is
aware of these newer and improved products,” says Greg Abel, president of Safe
Glass Consulting in Eugene, Ore.
Jeff Razwick, president of Technical
Glass Products (TGP) in Snoqualmie,
Wash., agrees. “Given public school
budgets, retrofits extending beyond
basic building repairs are more common at private colleges and universities.
However, as retrofitting methods improve and allow for faster payback, it
will become a more viable option for
cash-strapped K-12 schools,” he says.
Tim Nass, vice president of national
sales for SAFTI First in San Francisco,
likewise has found that “most of the primary education projects are new construction while secondary and higher
education projects are more likely to do
renovations.” Those that are performing
retrofits are finding that wired glass can
be upgraded to “something more effective and aesthetically pleasing.”
“We find that once school administrators or facility directors become
aware of the dangers of traditional
wired glass, they take the necessary
steps to replace traditional wired glass
to clear, economical fire-rated glazing
that meets current fire and safety code
requirements,” adds Diana San Diego,
director of marketing for SAFTI First.
But, it’s up to glazing contractors to
inform school districts of these new requirements when going in for routine
repairs. And in new construction, fire-
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rated glass is a big part of the trend to
“open” schools and let in the daylight.
Razwick also points out that firerated glazing replacements can help reduce on-going maintenance costs by
cutting artificial lighting needs and bolstering energy efficiency. “First, either
the existing fire-rated glazing does not
meet current codes, as may be the case
with wired glass in hazardous locations.
Or, advanced fire-rated glazing can help
the building and design team create an
environment that improves the health
and well being of occupants by enhancing access to natural light and
views to nature,” he says.
According to Ron Leiseca, eastern region sales manager of North America
for Vetrotech Saint Gobain in Auburn,
Wash., those budget limitations mean
“more focused additions and renovations seem to be a current trend.”
The good news with those retrofits, is
that the newer product brings with it the
benefits of daylighting.“In retrofit, newer
code mandates require upgrades, but also
more design flexibility as key design firms
show that the investment can provide a
better facility for students,” Leiseca says.
“The trend we see in school construction is opening up the space and
incorporating natural daylighting,”
Nass says. “Obviously, they don’t want
to create distractions for kids, but corridors, stairwell and exit enclosures are
being opened up to create a more open,
welcoming environment. The fire-rated
products have the ancillary benefit of
sound attenuation so the noise doesn’t
necessarily carry throughout the
school. This keeps the focus on learning and not on outside distractions.”
“In addition to incorporating natural
daylighting, we are seeing a trend in
opening up or adding vision or trans-

Photo: TGP

New Schools Embrace Safety, While
Updates to Existing Buildings Lag

Fire-rated glazing products can be
used to create a bright, natural-lightfilled environment.

parency to spaces that are normally
closed off for added security—particularly stairwells and exit enclosures,”
San Diego adds.“These spaces were notorious for attacks because nobody
could see what was going on. With the
advent of advanced fire-rated glass that
meets the ASTM E-119 wall standard,
designers can use glazing in these areas
and still meet fire code requirements,
not to mention providing additional security to occupants.”
Openness and visibility have become
more important than ever in schools,
and today’s fire-rated glazing products
allow schools to safely incorporate open
designs.
“Architects are increasingly using
fire-rated glazing in new school construction to provide protected egress
for students and faculty while creating
open layouts that foster collaboration,”
Razwick says. “Building and design
teams are partnering with manufacturers and suppliers to problem-solve new
www.usglassmag.com
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methods for drawing light deep into
classrooms and creating fire-rated glazing systems that align with a school's
overall design theme.”
As he explains, “The push to create
facilities better suited for student comfort and learning has also led to an
uptick in fire-rated glazing systems,
such as fire-rated curtainwalls and firerated glass floors. These provide excep-
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tional design flexibility, particularly
those tested to the same fire-resistance
standards as solid walls. Since advanced
fire-rated glazed wall panels are not restricted to 25 percent of the wall area,
classrooms no longer have to be blocked
from outside light by opaque walls. Additionally, stairwells and exit corridors
with fire-rated glazing improve safety for
building occupants as views from the in-
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side-out are maintained.”
Moreover, as schools switch over to
fire-rated glass, they’re coming to understand the unplanned for benefits,
Leiseca finds.“Designers are using glazing that has not only fire-rated but additional characteristics such as sound
attenuation and better clarity to meet
updated code requirements,” he says.
—Megan Headley

With more than 45 percent of schools
built before 1970, glass in many learning institutions was installed before
safety glazing standards were developed. Safety concerns may be more
prevalent today, but due to budgetary
restraints many districts simply cannot
afford to upgrade the glazing. Unless
mandated by codes or the school receives grants for renovations, much of
the glazing is left untouched, according
to industry professionals.
“Over 45 percent of schools were
built prior to 1970 to accommodate
children of the Baby Boom Era,” says
Julia Schimmelpenningh, global applications manager of architectural for
Eastman Chemical Co. in Springfield,
Mass. “Most schools—even those built
and refurbished today—are using simple
annealed glass in their window systems
unless the glazing is in a federally-mandated location (such as doors, door
leafs, transoms, etc.), or as dictated by
the building code.”
It's different in Florida, though.
“The Florida Building Code applies
for hurricanes, so school districts in
www.usglassmag.com

Florida have been asking for laminated glazing—which happens to be a
safety glass—for all the windows,” says
Ram Malut, purchasing manager for
glazing contractor NR Group in West
Palm Beach, Fla.
The Florida coastline, most of the
Eastern coastline and some of the Gulf
Coast, have hurricane requirements,
Schimmelpenningh points out. She
goes on to note that there is a standard
for tornado testing, but no code mandate related to glazing. While there is
code language for earthquakes, she
says it is not ratified in most states
known to have seismic activity.
For areas that have seismic activity,
Schimmelpenningh says schools would
benefit from the use of laminated or
filmed-glazing. She says the interlayers
or films can help hold the glass together
during the racking from a seismic event.
“When impact is introduced, as is
the case with hurricane and tornado
applications, a higher performing product such as laminated glass with thick,
interlayers, heat-strengthened-, tempered- or chemically-strengthened

Photo: Donovan & Associates

Glazing Helps Schools Weather the Storm

In Florida, the state's building code
requires the use of impact-rated
materials for all windows, including
schools.

glasses and possibly multi-ply composites for glass, interlayer and plastic
[is suggested],” she says.
As for Florida, she adds, “The hurricane glazing should also act as a very
good impact-resistant glazing for
smash-and-reach situations.”
She explains a smash-and-reach is
an instance where someone attempts
to break out the glass and then reach
around, either with a hand or tool, and
manipulate a lock or door.
continued on page 12
May 2013 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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NewsAnalysis
continued

“The glazing used in hurricane
areas, especially for large missile,
should be able to handle this quite well.
Even small missile interlayers (which
tend to be thinner) have good impact
and penetration resistance and should
offer a good level of deterrence,” adds
Schimmelpenningh.
The Sandy Hook shootings have
raised the industry’s level of awareness in the role glass can help play in
keeping out unwanted intruders.
Rick Miner, owner and president of
Countryside Glass & Mirror, based in
Dunedin, Fla., says his company is
working on several schools designed
with safety in mind.
“We are installing double entrances
in several schools,” he says. “We are
using 9/16-inch laminated glass in
storefront frames. This will stop the
breakage of tempered glass and the

12
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allowance of easy access into the
building past the main office.”
He also says his company is installing obscure film and glass in all of
the door glazing so it is difficult to look
into classrooms.
“Our company has taken a hard
stand against delayed-egress panic
bars,” he says. “These are panic bars
that will not unlock for 15 seconds
after the panic devise is pushed.”
Ingress and egress areas are also
under review for school glass usage,
Schimmelpenningh says. Though many
would like to see glass help prevent
ingress by possible school intruders, officials must also keep in mind first responders who will need access in the
event of an incident, she says.
“… Studies have shown that ingress
by responders through multi-ply bulletresistant glass adds a level of complex-

ity. Standard laminated safety glass can
provide a good level of deterrence and
also allow for responder ingress as it
can be accessed with common tools
carried by responders,” Schimmelpenningh explains.
Miner’s company is also keeping the
egress concern in mind.
“We are sending letters out warning
of the danger in a shooting situation
and making sure the architect and
school board sign a letter that holds us
harmless from any assurance if people
cannot exit in an emergency,” he says.
While there may not be any specific
mandates when it comes to protecting schools from unwanted intruders,
glass professionals have taken safety
concerns into consideration and are
doing what they can to help better
protect students. ■
—by Jenna Reed
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Glass that restricts fire.
Not design.

PYROSAFE™. Fire-Rated Glass and Framing Systems.
AGC’s Pyrosafe™ family of fire-rated glass and framing systems
offers the protection and code compliance your project demands—
as well as the ability to bring inspired designs to life.
Ratings of up to 180 minutes can be achieved with glass that is
wireless, colorless, and distortion free. So you can be sure your design
vision will always come through.

Visit pyrosafeglass.com or call
877.376.3343 to learn more.
Visit us at us.agc.com or email
us at info@us.agc.com

PYROBEL® 45-120 | PYROEDGE® | PYRAN® PLATINUM | STILELITE FRAMING

©2013 AGC Glass Company
North America, Inc. All rights reserved
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Codes Regulations
End Game: Would Stringent Code
Requirements Mean Safer Schools?

H

urricane Andrew devastated
South Florida more than 20
years ago. The storm killed 15
people and dozens more died from related aftermath injuries. Buildings,
homes and schools were destroyed.
Today, though, South Florida buildings
are stronger and communities are better prepared for such storms. In fact, the
Miami-Dade building code is currently
the strongest in the nation.
Code evolution changed the way
buildings in hurricane-prone regions
are constructed. Now, given the increasing concern over the safety and security of schools, one matter to
consider is whether such changes could
impact the way schools are designed
and built in the future.
Thom Zaremba, a codes consultant
for the Glazing Industry Codes Committee (GICC), explains that codes
typically are written to address structural safety.
“This type of issue [school attacks]
is not something code groups in the
past have [addressed],” says Zaremba.
He adds that if such codes were to be
adopted the first step would be to de-

velop a standard that building codes
could, in turn, adopt.
“A standard gives you that information you need to establish protection
against this type of invasion in school
systems … a standard would provide
those guidelines.”
Zaremba is quick to point out, however, even with such a standard, nothing will ever be perfect.
“[Something like a school shooting
is] so unpredictable,” he says. “Even if
you install bullet-resistant glass, a
shooter could simply get a bigger,
stronger gun.”
Aside from measures that could, for
example, strengthen the building envelope, another area of concern that codes
address involves gaining entry into
schools.
As Steve Daggers, vice president of
communications for the International
Code Council (ICC) explains, “Building
codes are designed and written to establish minimum requirements to safeguard public health and safety to
protect life and property from fire and
other hazards attributed to the built environment, among other measures.” He

Codes are designed to safeguard public health, life safety and property from the
many hazards attributed to the built environment, among other measures.
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says the family of International Codes
(I-Codes) addresses all types of buildings, including educational facilities,
and as a result of the Sandy Hook
shootings last December the ICC has
received many calls from fire officials
regarding lock-down procedures in
schools.
“Fire officials are being pressured by
both school officials and elected officials to approve special locking
arrangements. The governors of several
states have created special commissions
to make recommendations on security
issues at schools.”
As far as specifics, Daggers says there
are provisions in the 2009 and 2012 editions of the International Fire Code
(IFC) that require fire officials, for example, to approve lock-down plans in
facilities.
“At the local level, fire service representatives are urged, if they are not already doing so, to serve on school
security commissions or committees to
add their expertise to the effort,” he says.
Current code provisions regarding
the issue of limiting access into a school
are: Section 1008.1.9.8 (2012 IBC),
which permits the entrance doors to be
equipped with an approved entrance
and egress access control system. The
code says entrance doors shall not be
secured from the egress side during periods that the building is open to the
public. Likewise, section 404.3.3 (2012
IFC) addresses lock-down plans.
“The ICC code development process is
open and inclusive allowing input from
all individuals and groups who might
submit related code change proposals,”
says Daggers.“Additionally, specific code
committees may receive requests to study
the issue of school safety.” ■
—Ellen Rogers
www.usglassmag.com
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WINDOWS • CURTAIN WALL • ENTRANCES • STOREFRONT

35% improvement in U-factor performance.

The new 8750XD™ Unitized Curtain Wall from EFCO enables you to achieve a remarkable 35%
improvement in U-factor. The system features innovative Duracast® ﬁberglass composite to provide
superior eﬃciency and structural performance. And, the vertical integration of EFCO assures quick
response times, precision manufacturing, and unmatched service with every delivery.
You simply get more with EFCO. Exactly.
Learn more about the 8750XD system at efcoexactly.com/8750XD.
© 2013 EFCO Corporation
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Safety
The Little Town that Could: How One
School Increased Security with Glass

I

n April 2010, an armed eighthgrader was able to break into a
locked-down classroom in Hastings
Middle School in Hastings, Minn. Although the teen fortunately fired no
shots before being tackled by a school
police officer, the incident proved a
wake-up call to the school administrators who have since worked toward replacing tempered glass lites throughout
the school with laminated glass.
Upon finding the school’s entrance
locked, the student was able to gain entrance through glass panels within the
doors. According to the Star Tribune article about the incident: “School officials
had ordered the building locked down
at about 10:30 a.m., when the 14-yearold was spotted in a hallway with the
gun. He burst into a fourth-hour science
class and pointed the gun at teacher
Mike Rapatz and his students, who were
too stunned to even leave their seats.”
Following the attack, Hastings Middle School replaced 35 windows at a
cost of $2,100. Today, however, the
school and others in the district are
seeking a stronger form of protection.
“I do not believe that we have replaced all of the tempered with laminated … but we are slowly moving that
direction,” says Tim Collins, Hastings,
Minn., public schools superintendent.
Calls to school principal Mark Zuzek
as to the status of the replacement project were not returned as of press time.

35 Windows,
$2,100:
Still not enough
16
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Hastings Middle School recently replaced 35 windows with ones constructed
with laminated glass.

In addition to the effect on the school
itself, the attack left a lasting impression
with the Minnesota Senate. Following
the attempted shooting, Minnesota Senator Katie Sieben proposed legislation
that would require any school district in
the state planning new building construction to consider using laminated
glass for interior classroom doors (see
June 2010 USGlass, page 18). Under
Sieben’s legislation, districts would be required to report to the Department of
Education that they had considered
using laminated glass. While the provision in the Senate education bill didn’t
make it far, Senator Sieben’s office did

reach out to the Association of Metropolitan School Districts urging executive
director Scott Croonquist to encourage
school districts to use laminated glass.
According to the letter: “Senator
Sieben sought to address the issue legislatively late in the 2010 session. After
learning more about the complexity of
the process of putting together and carrying out school construction plans, we
decided to write this letter in lieu of future legislative proposals …”
Today, Minnesota is still seeking to
include greater use of laminated glass.
State Senate bill 543, introduced in February 2013, seeks to include the following provision:
A school district may set aside up to
an additional $2 per adjusted marginal
cost pupil unit of the safe schools levy
proceeds for laminated glass for security in the district’s schools.
As of press time, the bill was still waiting review by the Finance Committee. ■
—Megan Headley
www.usglassmag.com
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Stop Worrying About Quality!
The LISEC HWM horizontal washing machine is perfect for applications where
washing quality is crucial. Designed especially for float glass with all types of
sensitive coatings as well as laminated and tempered glass, the LiSEC HWM is
the perfect fit for your most sensitive washing needs.

Residue-free

cleaning and fast drying of glass sheets


Ideal

for washing glass sheets with highly sensitive coatings


Ideal

for glass sheets which will be coated after the washing process


Intelligent

design for easy maintenance, noise reduction and energy savings

Please call us at 1-866-547-3226 or send us an email to
sales@lisecamerica.com

www.lisec.com/HWM
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Reference Case: Tecnoglass

Tecnoglass changes all tempering furnaces over to
Glaston FC500™
Choice of architects and consultants
In a recent blind test of glass manufacturers in New York City, Tecnoglass of Colombia beat out its competitors by making
a real impact on architects and consultants with the glass quality it delivered as part of the bidding process. Tecnoglass
delivered visibly superior quality, thanks to its investment in a Glaston FC500™ tempering furnace. An order for an additional
five more FC500™ furnaces followed when Tecnoglass decided to change all its furnaces over to the world’s most modern
technology.

A

relative newcomer to the
manufacturing of tempered,
laminated, insulated, silk screened
and curved glass. Tecnoglass was
founded in April 1994 in Barranquilla on
the northern coast of Colombia along the
Caribbean Sea. This location has proven
ideal when reaching outside its borders:
The US has become a major market for the
company over the past few years, as well
as countries in Central and South America,
and beyond.

“We have been very impressed with the
high quality of the machines. Also the
company provided us with a tremendous
amount of support when we first began our
production, which we really appreciated,”

states Christian T. Daes, Owner and
Managing Director of Tecnoglass.
Today, the Tecnoglass facilities in Colombia
span over 1.2 million sq. ft. and include a
glass manufacturing and finishing facility,
an aluminum facility and a glazing company
with its own facilities. Manufacturing is
controlled from the beginning to end to
ensure superb quality for a very diverse
portfolio of glass products that are designed
for extremely demanding use, such as
meeting the challenging building regulations
in hurricane areas along the Gulf of Mexico
coastlines. The company also has a sales
and technical support office in Miami to
serve customers in the US.

>I

Newest fleet of furnaces
in the world
The decision to change over to the
Glaston FC500™ tempering furnace was
quite straightforward. Christian explains:
“When we saw the new furnace about two
years ago at a show, we decided to test one.
The furnace features major technology
changes. For example, quench marks on the
glass have been completely eliminated.”
“The results from our tests were so good
that we decided to change all of our
furnaces over to the FC500™ to have the
most modern fleet of furnaces in the world,”
he continues with pride.

“The results from our tests were so good that we decided to change all of our furnaces over to the
FC500™ to have the most modern fleet of furnaces in the world”
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“Our customers are placing more importance on the quality of the glass. They demand negligible
distortion and minimal glass iridescence. For us to keep growing at the same pace as we’re doing
now, we need to know that our equipment is up to the challenge. The new Glaston FC500™ furnaces
are giving us that edge to move ahead”

Easy control with iControL™

“We couldn’t believe it!”

The first Glaston FC500™ furnace was
installed in November 2011, and the second
one was installed at the end of 2012. Four
additional furnaces are scheduled for
installation and commissioning in March,
April, June and September 2013.

Each Glaston FC500™ furnace is equipped
with the advanced iControL™ automation
system, which features an intuitive
touchscreen user interface, easy recipe
sharing, and fast furnace adjustments to
process a wide range of glass.

“The furnaces have been a big success for
us financially. Our customers really notice
the difference in quality, which is extremely
important to us,” Christian says.

Giant leap forward in glass
quality and energy efficiency

Armando says that the man-machine
interface is very easy to understand and
convenient. His operators were able to
quickly learn and take advantage of the
features.

Glaston’s FC500™ has created the
industry’s new standard for optical quality
and glass distortion. During development,
engineers focused on minimizing the
iridescence phenomenon of heat-treated
glass with new technologies for both
heating and quenching the glass. The
results have enabled a giant leap forward
in final soft-coated glass quality and in the
line’s energy efficiency.
“The optical distortion is very low in clear
and Low-E glass,” says Armando
Del Vecchio, Technical Manager at
Tecnoglass. “We also notice a significant
decrease in quench marks because of the
special chiller nozzle design.”
Christian comments: “We’re also impressed
by the furnace efficiency with lower energy
consumption figures and the overall glass
quality.” Glaston FC500™ increases
production capacity by up to 40% while
consuming 30% less energy of a
conventional tempering furnace.

Support in all
“After installation, Glaston staff has been
able to provide us with all the support and
training that we’ve needed,” Armando
praises. “We have always had access to the
right technical person who could answer
our questions. The furnace has a VPN
connection that makes it easy for technicians
to review any problems, if required. This
enables the Glaston Finland staff to work
directly online and allow their experts to
solve any difficulties immediately.”
He also appreciates the fact that Glaston has
stock for all spare parts on hand. Whenever
there’s a need, the part is sent immediately.

He goes on: “Just recently, we were invited
to participate in a blind test in New York
with some of our fiercest competitors. The
panel of top architects and consultants for
the project chose our glass because of the
superior quality. We couldn’t believe it! From
all the contenders, Tecnoglass was by far the
newest.”
Christian T. Daes is convinced, however, that
the decision to make Tecnoglass the world’s
leader when it comes to the most
sophisticated equipment for high quality
glass has been right on target.
“Our customers are placing more
importance on the quality of the glass. They
demand negligible distortion and minimal
glass iridescence. For us to keep growing at
the same pace as we’re doing now, we need
to know that our equipment is up to the
challenge. The new Glaston FC500™
furnaces are giving us that edge to move
ahead,” he concludes.

“Glaston’s highly trained staff help us not
only with machine issues, they also work
with us to create new recipes and even teach
us how to move into new glass types to
increase our productivity,” he comments on
the attentive support.

Christian T. Daes, Tecnoglass

For more information, please contact us:
Tel. +1-856-780-3001, usa@glaston.net, www.glaston.net
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Legislation Legal
Pending Legislation Could Provide
Grants for School Safety Improvements

A

be used “as an effective means for improving the safety of
one or more schools.”
Additionally, those applying for the grants
would be required to
show that the plans
for the funds are “consistent with a comprehensive approach to
preventing school violence and individualized to the needs of
each school at which
those improvements
are to be made.”
Legislation has been introduced that would provide
“Protecting our grants to local communities and schools throughout the
children and our United States to improve safety within the schools.
grandchildren from
harm should be our number-one pri- gram helps state and local governments
ority,” says Sen. Boxer. “This biparti- work in close partnership to improve
san bill would give local communities school safety, protect our students, and
and schools the opportunity to bene- create a safe learning environment,”
fit from new resources and tools to adds Sen. Collins. “It is vital that comhelp keep their students safe.”
munity law enforcement professionals
“The Secure our Schools Grant Pro- and agencies are adequately supported
in their mission to keep our schools and
communities safe.”
The legislation, which would provide
for a range of safety improvements in
schools, now will move to the Senate
floor for review.
Similar legislation was previously introduced in 2008 when Rep. Steven
Rothman of New Jersey introduced
f recently introduced Florida legislation is made into law, it could mean
H.R.2352, School Safety Enhancements
more stringent requirements for the state’s schools. Introduced by Florida
Act of 2008, which has since been apRepresentative Carl F. Zimmerman, HB 201 would require school districts,
proved by the house judiciary commitstate universities and Florida College System institutions to retrofit doors, wintee. If adopted the bill would also
dows and locks to meet Florida Building Code standards and newly introduced
provide funding for school safety.
security-related requirements by June 30, 2015.
Turn to pages 56-57 for a look at varThe legislation would require door glazing to prevent an intruder from openious safety and security measures some
ing the door by reaching through a broken window and unlocking/unlatching.
school boards and jurisdictions are
Likewise, windows would be required to be bullet resistant or meet current
considering. ■
hurricane-resistance standards.

number of legislative measures are currently pending that
are designed to help increase
the safety and security levels of
schools. Most recently, the U.S. Senate
Judiciary Committee voted to pass legislation that would provide grants to
local communities and schools
throughout the United States to improve safety within the schools. The
School Safety Enhancements Act of
2013 (S.146) is sponsored by Sen. Barbara Boxer (D – Calif.) and Sen. Susan
Collins (R – Maine).
If passed by the entire Congress, the
bill would provide for $40 million annually for safety improvements and security assessments for the nation’s
schools. Local schools would apply for
“Secure Our School” grants through the
Justice Department.
The legislation also would create an
interagency task force that would “develop and promulgate a set of advisory
school safety guidelines,” according to
the text of the bill.
The act would require that the funds

Florida Legislation Calls for
Stronger Glazing in Schools

I
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Introducing the NEW!

Monterey Bi-Folding Door and Wall Systems

Open Up Your Space and Invite the Outdoors In!
Monterey Bi-Folding Door and Wall Systems
Monterey allows you
to enjoy the outdoors
while providing resistance
to undesirable weather
conditions inside. Countless
options are available to
create large living or
functional spaces that
seamlessly transition
outdoors to indoors.

COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS:

RESIDENTIAL APPLICATIONS:

Hotels | Resorts | Restaurants | Sports Venues | Malls | Casinos
Spas | Banquet Halls | Banks | Offices | Wineries | Airports

Patios | Balconies | Exercise Rooms | Sunrooms

NEW! CRL14D DOORS

C.R. LAURENCE COMPANY
Worldwide Manufacturer and Supplier

crlaurence.com | usalum.com | crl-arch.com
Phone: (800) 421-6144 ext. 7700 | Fax: (800) 587-7501

Glazing, Architectural, Railing, Construction, Industrial, and Automotive Supplies

Showcasing the Largest Selection
of Door Systems in One Catalog!

NEW! DC14
DOOR CONTROLS
Features our complete line
of door control products.
Order, View or Download both
Catalogs at crlaurence.com.
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IndustryOutlook
Just the Stats: A Close Look at School Shootings
s the U.S. Secret Service and the U.S. Department
of Education note in their joint 2002 document, Implications for the Prevention of School Attacks in the
United States, school shootings are rarely impulse acts.
Looking back on history, this is evident.
And, sadly, glass has been involved in a number of attacks dating back to the beginning of the last century. On
August 18, 1909, in Bakersfield, Calif., a group of six
young men, after dove hunting, deliberately shot out the
glass in the doors and windows of the Fruitvale School,

then shot at the nearby residence of A. J. Hunter, narrowly
missing several children in the rear. On September 14,
1934 in Gill, Mass., Elliott Speer, headmaster of Northfield Mount Hermon School, was murdered by a shotgun
blast through the window of his study at the school. The
crime was never solved. Take a look at the charts and
graphs in this section to learn more about school shootings in the United States.

A

Decade

continued on page 24

U.S. School Shootings Throughout History

1900s
1910s
1920s
1930s
1940s
1950s
1960s
1970s
1980s
1990s
2000s
2010s

No. of Incidents
(total)
26
9
3
12
12
19
16
16
20
29
32
24

No. of Injuries
(total)
8
1
0
3
4
8
64
32
130
111
94
28

No. of Deaths
27
8
4
17
15
13
39
24
43
64
75
55

Average
Per Year
2.7
.8
.4
1.7
1.5
1.3
3.9
2.4
4.3
6.4
7.5
16.6

Source: Key Communications research depar tment

U.S. School Shooting Statistics

There have been 387 shootings since
1992. The most recent include:

January 10, 2013
Taft Union High School
Taft, Calif.
0 fatalities

December 14, 2012
Sandy Hook Elementary School
Newtown, Conn.
28 fatalities

November 30, 2012
Morgan State University
Baltimore, Md.
0 fatalities

22
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Age of Victims

0-9
10 - 19
20 - 29
30 - 39
40 - 49
50+

31
300
80
28
33
38

(6%)
(59%)
(16%)
(5%)
(6%)
(7%)

0-9
10 - 19
20 - 29
30 - 39
40 - 49
50+

5
168
36
12
14
9

(2%)
(69%)
(15%)
(5%)
(6%)
(4%)

Age of Shooters

Deadliest U.S. Shootings

April 16, 2007
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, Va.
33 fatalities

April 20, 1999
Columbine High School
Littleton, Colo.
15 fatalities

December 14, 2012
Sandy Hook Elementary School
Newtown, Conn.
28 fatalities
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IndustryOutlook
continued

Are Schools Keeping Up With Threats?

Source: Eastman

How Many Schools Even
Incorporate Safety Glass?

• About one quarter (28 percent) of all
public schools were built before 1950
and 45 percent of all public schools
were built between 1950 and 1969
(Source: U.S. Department of Education,
National Center for Education Statistics,
Fast response Survey System, “Survey
on Advanced telecommunications in
U.S. Public Schools, K-12, FRSS 57,
1995)
• The Voluntary Safety Glazing Standard,
ANSI Z97.1, was created in 1966
• The Federal Mandate for Safety Glazing,
CPSC 16 CFR, was adopted in 1977

24

Numbers Don’t Lie

• Between 1989 and 2009, 41 shootings occurred resulting in
75 dead and 154 injured; and

20 YEARS

• In 2003-2004 the number of firearm incidents and explosive
possessions was 7,478 in 4,875 schools. ■

Source: Depar tment of Homeland Security,
S c i e n c e a n d Te c h n o l o g y
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XL Edge IG® > Loå3-366® > Loå-i89TM > Neat®> Preserve®

Get more for less with new Loå-i89.
More visible light transmittance, less reflectance and now available in a less expensive annealed
version – that’s Loå-i89™. Yet it still delivers a center of glass U-Factor of just 0.20 when coupled
with our Loå2® or Loå3® glass and argon fill in a double-pane unit. If you’re ENERGY STAR compliant
today, by adding Loå-i89 you’ll be compliant tomorrow as well. What’s more, Loå-i89 is easy to clean
and there’s no haze to mar the view. New Loå-i89, our enhanced enhanced performance glass.
For more information, contact your Cardinal sales rep. Or visit cardinalcorp.com.

ENGINEERING THE FUTURE OF COATED GLASS
A CARDINAL GLASS INDUSTRIES COMPANY

TM

ENHANCED PERFORMANCE GLASS
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With Full Glass
Usage, Schools
Can Still Be Safe
and Secure

Photo: CWArchitects

By Ellen Rogers

For a private, urban high school in Los Angeles, CWArchitects used a stone base to a height of 14 feet with a translucent
curtainwall above. The design allows for natural light, while also ensuring privacy from the street.
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Product Information

T

hey might as well have said,
“Windows; who needs them?”
In 1964 the Manual of Regulations and Recommendations for
School Building Planning and Con- Glebe Elementary School, in Arlington, Va., features products such as
struction from the Idaho State Depart- curtainwall, storefront, windows and sunshades for an abundance of
ment of Education, Boise, noted that natural light.
“The increased use of artificial lighting and forced ventilation has made the use of windows the entrance, questions and concerns sprang forth across
less important. The construction of buildings with no win- the nation over the use of glass in schools. Should its use
be limited? Should it be removed completely, returning
dows has proven satisfactory in many cases.”
In 1999, the Heschong Mahone Group Inc. said other- schools to the windowless brick boxes of the past?
The question of glass usage in educational facilities is one
wise in its report,“Daylighting in Schools,” which was completed for Pacific Gas and Electric. The study examined that must be balanced carefully. While in its simplest form
school districts in three states. In Seattle, Wash., and Fort glass may be more vulnerable to breakage, intrusion and seCollins, Colo., where end-of-year test scores were used as curity violations than other materials, such as brick and conthe outcome variable, students in classrooms with the crete, the benefits weighing in its support are strong. There
most daylighting were found to have 7 to 18 percent higher are options, design tactics and products that can be incorscores than those with the least. In San Juan Capistrano, porated into school projects that will strengthen the building
Calif., where the study was able to examine the improve- envelope and increase its level of safety. Tragedies of the pastment between fall and spring test scores, the study found -nationwide and international--have brought increasingly
that students with the most daylighting in their classrooms stringent requirements for the design and construction of
progressed 20 faster on math tests and 26 percent faster government projects; South Florida, once destroyed by Hurricane Andrew, today has the strongest building code in the
on reading tests in one year than in those with the least.
Yet the shootings last December in Newtown, Conn., re- nation. Glass continues to be a significant material in these
minded the world that glass, more often than not, is per- projects. Schools do not have to be an exception.
ceived as the weakest leak. As the Sandy Hook shooter
reportedly shot his way into the school through glass in
continued on page 28
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continued on page 27

And the Bricks Came Down

safety but they are not excluding glass,” says Ward. “For exNew construction school designs have seen a tremendous ample, they want it placed high [within the façade] so you
may not be able to see through it [from the street]. They
evolution.
“As they say, ‘back in the day’ educational facilities were like having the light.
“As architects, we are concerned about the safety of our
typically brick buildings with single or double hung windows,” says Donnie Hunter, manager, architectural pro- clients and they are all concerned about not wanting [the
motion with Kawneer Co. Inc. “Over the years we have project] to look like a prison and because of that, glass is
seen a change to fewer operable windows in walls that re- the perfect solution because glass can be made safe,” says
sembled military or institutional, prison-type buildings. Ward.
Today, educational facilities are going back to using windows for ventilation and to provide additional sources of Multiple Choices
natural light.”
Safety glass, however, is not new in schools. In fact, fedMike Turner, vice president of marketing for YKK AP eral law (CPSC 16 CFR 1201), requires its use. According to
America, says many school designs have taken on a mod- Mila Kennet of the Department of Homeland Security Sciern aesthetic thanks to the variety of window products ence and Technology Resilient Systems Division, while lamavailable.
inated and tempered glass types are both considered safety
“Especially at the high school level, those designs are in- glass, they behave very differently with different performcorporating products such
ance expectations.
as curtainwall in staircase
“Laminated
glass
As architects, we are concerned
areas as well as across the
holds the glass particles
about the safety of our clients and together and monomain facade in greeting
areas as a way to provide
lithic tempered glass
they are all concerned about not
daylight into those spaces,”
breaks into thousands
says Turner.
wanting [the project] to look like a of small particles,” she
And as studies such as
says. “Laminated glass,
that of the Heschong Ma- prison and because of that, glass is therefore,
provides
hone Group have shown,
the perfect solution because glass more debris control
natural light provides an
than monolithic heatcan be made safe.
abundance of benefits.
strengthened glass.”
“Studies indicate that
—Christopher Ward, architect She continues, “Aside
there have been performfrom aesthetics, the
ance increases where more direct daylighting is used,” Hunter building envelope has a huge impact on a variety of buildsays.
ing functions, and these also include security. A fundamenArchitect Christopher Ward of CWArchitects based in tal protective measure is to use anti-shatter materials, such
Pasadena, Calif., agrees. “Glass allows light in and makes as laminated glass, and wet glaze the glass within the frame
for a more cheerful space and many studies have been (structural silicone) to develop the capacity of the laminate
done that show daylight or even the perception of day- and prevent bite pull-out in response to extraordinary loads.
light … improves performance in classrooms.” Improve“Polycarbonate materials are inherently tough and they
ments also include better attendance and participation, provide lightweight protection to ballistics and forced entry.
as well as an overall improved attitude among students, Even anti-shatter films can be made to effectively minimize
Ward says.
debris for existing window systems. Because the building
But no matter how strong the test scores and how happy envelope is so complex, because some of the desirable perthe children, when the question concerns life safety and formance attributes may conflict with each other, school
security, life safety and security wins. Glass, however, is boards/jurisdictions may not be technically able to undernot the enemy. Along with strategic design plans, it can stand all the design issues. Nevertheless, a technical archiprovide a solution.
tect teamed with a blast or security consultant can put
As an example, in addition to designing a significant num- together an informative presentation. In the end, each projber of school projects—in which glass is a major compo- ect will be unique and will depend on the building
nent—Ward’s firm also does a lot of work within the specifics.”
orthodox Jewish community.
In the United States, the use of tempered glass is typi“That community is very concerned about security and cally more common than laminated glass. That may be
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changing, however. Ron McCann, director of international sales with Owatonna, Minn.-based Viracon, says
his company is seeing an increasing use of laminated
glass in educational facilities.
“Schools have been incorporating laminated glass for
vandalism more than anything else,” says McCann. “We’ve
also seen its use grow for sound control [purposes].”
Jon Johnson, general manager of Trudeco/Trulite in
Columbus, Ohio, believes there is a wide variety of products, such as laminated glass, that can meet virtually any
type of threat—using the products in the appropriate setting, though, is what will help make a difference.
“If [the school] is in a higher crime/threat area, for example, architects could specify a more robust system,” he
says. In a setting such as Sandy Hook, the entrance area was
the only part affected. Johnson says in a case such as this,
having a means to slow the intruder’s entry, such as laminated glass, would allow school officials more time to call
local authorities.
“The nice part about these glass products is you can’t tell
which ones are security products because they all look the
same,” he says. “You could, for example, concentrate the security products around the entrance; you can be selective in
where you put the products.”
Glass is also important for schools because it helps in surveillance. Kennett explains that in many instances having
glass of the appropriate thickness can provide additional
response time “and would help to provide more surveillance
to see who is coming … each case is different and glass has
to be designed at the level of protection intended [for each
school].”
Ward agrees that implementing glass provides an observation area to see who may be coming in. Having the
glass, though, will not prevent someone from entering the
building, such as in the case of Sandy Hook. “All we can
do is our best effort to try and prevent something from
happening again [and glass] creates that space for observation,” says Ward. “I think we, as architects, like to think
we can solve problems, but we can only address them. We
can’t solve everything, but we can help people feel more
comfortable in their environment. You have to give options
to your clients.”
And in these designs, the primary intent is to ensure the
safety and security of the occupants without having them
feel restricted or afraid.
“For the main entrance you want it to be safe and secure,
but not a fortress where people think they are going into a
dangerous building,” says Meghan E. Beach, architectural
manager, AGC Glass Co. North America.
continued on page 31
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Daylight Findings for
Capistrano School District
Difference as a % of District
Average Improvement
in Fall to Spring Scores

Reading
26%

Math
20%

Daylighting, minimum to maximum
Looking at the ratio between fall and spring tests in
Capistrano, Calif., HMG found students in the most
daylit classrooms had test scores that improved 20 to
26 percent.

Daylight Findings for
Seattle School District
Difference as a % of District
Average Spring Test Scores

Reading
13%

Math
9%

Daylighting, minimum to maximum
In Seattle, HMG researchers looked at the end of the year
test scores and found students in classrooms with the
most daylighting tested 13 to 9 percent better than those
in classrooms with the least amount of daylighting.

Daylight Findings for
Fort Collins School District
Difference as a % of District
Average Spring Test Scores

Reading
7%

Math
7%

Daylighting, minimum to maximum
According to the HMG study, students in Fort Collins,
Colo., classrooms with the most daylighting had a 7
percent increase in math and reading scores on
spring tests.
Source: Heschong Mahone Group
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Product Information

London Time

Photo: Hufton+Crow

Designed by Zaha Hadid Architects, Evelyn Grace Academy
in London features glazing products extensively within the
interior portion of the school.

Large spans of glass allow teachers to have visual
contact to the outside school grounds.

Photos: Hufton + Crow

Ensuring the safety and security of schools and educational facilities is not a challenge unique to the United States.
Worldwide, architects are designing structures that provide
a productive, secure learning environment, and for some the
use of glass plays an important part.
“Glass in architecture has been used extensively for both
practical purposes and as an artistic expression and continues to be in the forefront of architectural innovation,” says
Bidisha Sinha, project architect with London-based Zaha
Hadid Architects, who explains that schools in the U.K. have
seen a vast change, moving from the robust Victorian buildings with very little flexibility to the industrial pre-fabricated
buildings of the 1970s.
“The challenge within school design over the last two
decades has been dual: that of future-proofing the buildings
in terms of teaching methods and providing energy-efficient
and sustainable buildings which can be maintained with ease
in the long term,” Sinha says.
Evelyn Grace Academy (EGA) is a Zaha Hadid project that
was commissioned in 2005 under the then Labour Government’s Academies program, which Sinha says invested in
high quality school buildings in disadvantaged areas as part
of regenerating the community. “The ambition displayed
within buildings such as EGA built under the academies program remains singular to that period. The Academy program
and the Building Schools for the Future program in the U.K.
have now been superseded by the Priority School Building
program, which is aimed at retrofitting and renovating dilapidated schools,” Sinah says. “There are currently very few
new schools being commissioned in the region, though there
is a shortage of school places within inner city areas.”
In addition to products such as laminated glass other
measures are incorporated into European school designs.
“In the U.K. most schools are already surrounded by a
fence and are gated. This means any visitor needs to be authorized to enter the premises,” says Sinah. “Mainland European schools within high-density cities maintain a similar,
though more discrete, streaming system for visitors.”
Glass, however, is still an important design component.
“The right amount of glazing in schools can allow for the
balance between privacy, segregation and passive supervision,” says Sinah. “Glass technology, especially safety glass
technology, has moved forward in innovation. There should
be no security concerns with regards to using them.”
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continued on page 29

Design Tactics

Protective glazing products, such as security glass, however,
come with a higher price tag than the more conventional tempered glass options. With economic conditions tight and school
boards constantly strapped with budget constraints, laminated
glass might not be an option for all. Carefully considered designs, however, can still allow for the incorporation of glass,
providing natural light benefits.
Bernard Lax, president of Pulp Studios in Los Angeles, says, “I
don’t think windowless schools are the answer, but properly
placed windows such as only using transom windows facing to
the outside of the school property might be beneficial, thus maintaining natural light without a line of sight.”
Likewise, Ward also suggests looking at the location of the
glass itself.
“If there is a concern about natural light perception, place the
glass at higher levels in the room, so you still see through to the
sky. The location of the glass can be a veil to the public way,” says
Ward. “You can have a textural front, that’s not necessarily fenestrated, and then you have the back or sides of the building open,
but, of course, this depends on the building orientation.”
The Evelyn Grace Academy in London stands as such an example. Designed by London-based architectural firm Zaha Hadid Architects, the school is located in an area with one of the highest
crime rates in Europe.
“This meant a lot of the students attending the school come
from backgrounds where they are exposed to gang culture or unstable family backgrounds and therefore are at risk,” says project architect Bidisha Sinha. “The school, in-turn, has a very strong
agenda of giving the students an environment that feels safe for
them and allows them to achieve their best potential without them
feeling constantly policed. This means that all supervision needed
to be discreet and passive.”
Sinha says this goal was achieved by creating an interior feature
out of vision glazing that flanks all classroom doors, so that at any
given point visual contact could be established within circulation
spaces and teaching accommodations. Likewise, all corridors ending in staff rooms have glazed partitioning, thereby never allowing
for a “dead end,” which could be an area for incidents.
“Externally, this same vision was extended by allowing most
teaching accommodations and shared facilities, especially at the
ground level, to have a large expanse of glazing thereby always
maintaining a visual contact to the external play areas,” Sinha says.
“It also enables students and the extended community to visually
engage with the sporting and cultural activities happening within
the school, providing a sense of motivation and camaraderie.”
Sinha says the entire ground floor of the school features tempered and laminated glass; the upper floors feature laminated glass
for balustrades and full-height partitions.
Another design option could be the use of skylights.
continued on page 32
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continued on page 31

“We create an indoor environment with large skylights, 20 to
30 feet [above the floor level] and that makes for an open space
and an open feeling and has been our trade mark in the common
areas,” says Ward.

Learn from Others

continued on page 36

Photo: Eastman Chemical Co.

The tragedies of Sandy Hook Elementary School left
wounds on this nation that have yet to heal. Sadly, they are
not the first and will not be the last time a manmade event
devastates the world. While questions swirl over the use of
glass, it’s in anger and fear that rash decisions are often made,
but there are lessons that can be learned from the past.
On April 19, 1995, 168 people, including 19 children under
the age of 6, were killed by a truck bomb at the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building. Today, the Oklahoma City Federal
Building, designed by Chicago-based Ross Barney Architects,
has been called a national symbol of strength and resilience.
Since the bombing in 1995, the General Services Administration developed new security guidelines for federal buildings, many of which were introduced within the Oklahoma
City Federal Building campus—which is light-filled, open
and bright.
“There are many facets to security when designing a facade and glass certainly becomes a component of providing
a secure building. Since there are so many benefits associated with natural daylighting and providing a connection
to the outdoors, eliminating glass in order to provide security is not typically a feasible or logical solution for

most building applications,” says Alissa Schmidt, architectural design manager for Viracon, which supplied the
glass for the Oklahoma City Federal Building. “Certainly,
high security buildings such as government buildings, require the added protection, however the laminated glass
component is not specific to any one building type. It can
be incorporated into other buildings where the owner desires added protection.”
Stand-off distance, for example, is one government design
element that schools might consider. Though used primarily
in blast-design projects, stand-off distance describes the distance between the building and the potential location for an
explosive detonation. However, this same design practice
could be adapted for other means.
“I’ve noticed on some sites there is more activity going
on with stand-off distances and how close vehicles can
get to the front door,” says Turner. “So they are incorporating the placement of a barrier between traffic and the
façade itself.”
Stuart Jeske, founder of JEI Structural Engineering in
Kansas City, Mo., adds that government standards, Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) regulations as well as the Interagency Security Committee (ISC) Security Design
Criteria, are voluntary to other industries that may wish
to follow them,
“The discussion [surrounding future designs] needs to be

One tactic schools could consider involves designing with stand-off distance, the distance between the building and the
potential for attack, in mind.
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The Teachers Weigh In: Do You Need Windows in Schools?

Whatever the future may hold for the use of glass in schools,
some of those who know their schools and classrooms best—
the teachers—say having glass in schools is a must.
“The need for sunlight in the classroom is very important,” says Ashley Pennington, a public school kindergarten teacher. “A jail-like atmosphere with no windows will
not be as beneficial for the growth of the students, no matter how safe it makes the adults feel.”
And Pennington notes that she does not feel unsafe. “I
feel safe in my school,” she says. “I have not encountered
any safety issues thus far. It is impossible to think of everything that ‘could’ happen in an emergency situation,” she
adds. “I feel that my school has a very sensible plan.
“In case of an intruder, a warning signal is given over the intercom,” says Pennington. “Teachers make sure students are
secure in a safe area away from all doors and windows; students should be hidden in an area where they cannot be seen
from any doors or windows in the classroom. Next, teachers
make sure all blinds are drawn and doors are locked.”
She adds, “The small glass windows in the classroom
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doors and windows are shatter-resistant,” Pennington
notes, adding, “Anything that can keep the students safe
and decrease the ability of someone breaking into the
school would of course make everyone feel safer.”
“Even teachers need daylight to give us a sense of the
outside world,” adds Traci Daniel, a second-grade public
school teacher. “We also teach about weather, the environment etc., and having a window allows exposure to that.”
“We have a pretty secure school … Most of the windows
only open to a certain point,” Daniel adds, noting that most
of the glass in her school is shatter-resistant.
Sarah Elliot, a first-grade public school teacher, says of her
school, “Each classroom has two windows that go to the outside area and a small viewing window on the classroom door
that goes into the hallway. Our halls do not have windows,
however our front entrance is floor to ceiling windows.”
Elliott agrees that removing windows isn’t an ideal option.
“I feel like removing windows from the school setting will
make it feel like more of an institution where children are
locked up like animals,” Elliot says. “Having windows that allow
in natural light and a view of the outdoors gives the classroom
environment a feeling of home and comfort which is important where a teacher wants the students to be like a family.”
She adds, “I feel like intruders with the intentions of
hurting our children or staff members can easily gain access to our buildings through the front entrances. Most
schools have entrances that are made with glass to make
the building more appealing. However I feel
like another method should be used that
could have the same effect. If schools
are going to continue using as much
glass as they have then they should at
least make this glass as safe as possible. Having doors locked so that
no one can enter easily is not an effective way of keeping people out
when a gun can so easily shatter a
window.”
—Casey Neeley
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continued on page 32

around opening up the façade and increasing safety and not
whether or not glass should be used,” says Jeske.
Kennett agrees.
“Removing all glass is an over-reaction,” she says.“The design of embassy structures went through a similar pendulum swing when world events resulted in … standards that
produced massive (and ugly) embassy buildings. This lasted
for about ten years until the pendulum swung back to more
attractive embassy designs.”

Hard Questions

A mindset change in design evolution will take time—and
certainly won’t be easy. Many schools will likely find they
must wrestle with how they can stay within budgets while
also improving safety. One of the biggest obstacles will be the
higher cost of security glazing products.
“If the performance level [of laminated glass] is desired

… it will be a matter of holding to the specification,” says
Turner.
“The biggest issue is cost justification,” agrees McCann.
“All of these [protective glazing] products come at a cost
premium, so where is that tradeoff?” It’s a question yet to
be answered.
Hunter adds,“Although there are systems that can be used to
enhance occupant security today, they are more expensive than
standard systems. Like impact and blast products, bullet-resistant windows/openings cost two to three times that of a nonbullet resistant system.” Hunter adds that providing locking
mechanisms that meet the life safety codes for emergency
egress combined with added security will also be an obstacle.
“I think that once school boards/districts get past the
added cost, the extra peace of mind will allow glass and glazcontinued on page 38

Removing all glass is an
over-reaction. The design of embassy
structures went through a similar
pendulum swing when world events
resulted in … standards that produced
massive (and ugly) embassy buildings.
This lasted for about ten years until
the pendulum swung back to more attractive embassy designs.
Photo: Kawneer Co. Inc.

—Mila Kennett, Department of
Homeland Security, Science and
Technology Resilient Systems Division

Many schools today have a modern aesthetic that uses glazing significantly, such as here in the Carmel High School
Theater in Carmel, Calif.
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Photo: Randy Van Duinen

My main concern is that without
an understanding of the capabilities of glass, lawmakers and officials will try to enact or push
through legislation with no knowledge of what can truly be accomplished with today’s glass and
systems technology.

—Donnie Hunter, Kawneer

For the St. Petersburg College Ethics Building in St.
Petersburg, Fla., AGC provided high-performance coated,
laminated glass to meet large missile protection ratings.
It was also insulated for energy efficiency. Countryside
Glass & Mirror of Dunedin, Fla., was the contract glazier.

ing to remain a part of school design.”
McCann also stresses the importance of thinking about
protective glazing products as a system rather than component solutions.
“You have to have glass and framing working in unison,”
he says.

Take Your Time

Whatever the future may hold for school construction,
many agree a thorough understanding of the products available is critical.
“It’s getting the communities to understand that the threat is
real. It’s like a fire extinguisher in your home; you have one, but
you hope you never have to use it … the local communities
have to decide to make that commitment to these products on
some level, whether film or a laminate or a multi-product design,” says Johnson.“It needs to be taken seriously on the local
level. Local school boards and communities have to take a hard
look at their finances and decide what’s important. We entrust
our kids to schools six to eight hours a day, so we would urge
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school boards, communities, etc. to do their due diligence in
what can be done to protect them.”
Johnson continues.
“Not only as a glazing community, but as concerned parents and community leaders, [this is a] topic that needs to
be [discussed] at the community level. Individually, we all
can help make a change on a local level. To make the change
nationwide, we need people to come together to figure out
how we can … help prevent something like [Sandy Hook]
from happening again.”
McCann also stresses community involvement.
“Get involved with school boards, participate in forum
meetings … get involved with local AIA chapters to keep this
in the forefront and keep it proactive rather than reactive.”
“My main concern is that without an understanding of the
capabilities of glass, lawmakers and officials will try to enact
or push through legislation with no knowledge of what can
truly be accomplished with today’s glass and systems technology,” says Hunter.
Turner agrees that a strategic process will be necessary to
work toward improving school safety.
“I think before there’s a rush to take glass out of schools people should evaluate the performance levels and what glass is capable of doing,” he says, likening the case to that of the push to
decrease the window to wall ratio.“It’s proven that glass can also
be used in ways to improve energy—if the correct products are
used. The same goes for security in schools.”
He continues, “There are so many studies that show [light
provides] learning advancement of students. So they [studies]
show the modern architectural styles create a better learning
environment. I would hate to give that up because in the end
it would only hurt the kids and their level of learning. My hope
would be to not rush to a quick decision, and evaluate the
products and the level of protection that glazing can provide to
improve security and safety.”
One starting point may be in the building codes (see related
www.usglassmag.com
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article on page 14). As Jeske explains, currently the decision over what type of glazing
to use is handled individually, as there is not
a uniform standard.
“I think we will see changes [within the
codes],” he says. “Usually when things
happen within the public eye it creates a
demand for code change. And, I think
part of that will focus on forced entry;
some of the things that can be done there
include more stringent structural
sealants which make it more difficult to
push the glass out. There are a lot of ways
to increase security.”
No one knows today what schools will
look like in ten years. Just as the aesthetics of government projects have encompassed changing facades, so, too, can
schools. So unless a code or law mandates,
the use of protective glazing, for example,
schools can opt for as much—or as little—glass as they want. The industry’s efforts to educate everyone, from architects
to school boards, can help.
“We can’t rush to start building
fortresses and stripping away the innocence of our children,” says Lax. “The best
security we can offer is that which is invisible. Attack- and bullet-resistant glass
are both good options to be integrated, but
will only be effective if the school design
takes a more comprehensive approach by
first adopting campus concepts that allow
the school to minimize points of entry and
sight-lines into the facility. Then properly
placed glass can be affective if these entry
points are monitored.”
Beach adds,“With each tragic event that
occurs, architects will be asked to create
designs that provide safer and more secure
buildings—not just schools.” ■
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Products used in school applications, such as fire-resistancerated curtainwall assemblies, can allow natural light into
stairwells in a fun, playful manner, while still providing safety.
www.usglassmag.com
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The Glass Industry Responds to Requests by
Schools to Strengthen a Fragile Entry Point

A

lthough recorded episodes of violence in educational
facilities date as far back as there have been schools in
the United States, it is only within the last two decades
that school districts truly have struggled to find ways to protect students from the unthinkable horror of mass shootings.
The third deadliest school shooting in U.S. history, the 1999
tragedy at Columbine High School in Columbine, Colo., resulted
in 15 fatalities and an enduring nationwide discussion of how
to protect our youth.
As of 2012, that question had hardly been answered. Last year
saw this country’s second deadliest school shooting, at Sandy
Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Conn., with its 28 victims. The fact that the majority were young children has helped
reignite the national debate about how to make schools a safer
place, since there is unquestionably a need to protect students
from violent attacks from the outside.
K-12 schools are not the only ones at risk. The single deadliest U.S. shooting on an educational campus took place in 2007
at Virginia Tech in Blacksburg, Va., when a student left behind
33 fatalities before taking his own life.
The Virginia Tech shooting differs from the other two events
in one respect. News reports indicate that the windows were a
source of egress for desperate students—rather than a point of
ingress for a gunman. When the shooter barricaded the doors
of Norris Hall, students fled through the open windows, many
of them injured by the fall.
When asked if glass was a part of the plan for improving school
safety at Virginia Tech, Mark Owczarski, assistant vice president
www.usglassmag.com

by Megan Headley

of news and information, replied, “No, Virginia Tech has not
looked to replace or use glass as a way to protect from attacks.”
The same cannot be said of the other two shootings.
According to news reports, the shooter at Sandy Hook entered through the windows. A CNN report notes that school
principal Dawn Lafferty Hochsprung had ordered a new security system that required visitors to be visibly identified before
being approved for entry and buzzed in. Several news reports
indicate that although the school doors had been locked, he was
able to shoot his way inside via a window near the front office.
News reports indicate that a decision about whether or not the
school will be renovated or rebuilt on a new site are still underway.
At Columbine, the two teenaged gunmen gained entry into
the building by shooting through the building’s west entrance,
sending glass and metal shards flying. Ultimately, Columbine
High School chose to tear down the library where most of the
assault took place, while renovating the rest of the school. John
McDonald, executive director of security and emergency management for the Jefferson County, Colo., school district, notes
that Columbine and the rest of the school district is currently
considering upgrading glass in its entryways, from tempered
to laminated, as a means of defense against future attacks.
Why now? Why, more than a decade after its deadly attack, is
the county looking at upgrading its glass?
“With every tragedy that occurs we really focus on lessons
learned and what could we do better,” McDonald explains.“What
continued on page 42
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continued from page 41

In an effort to increase safety measures, some schools
are starting to specify bullet-resistant entrance systems.

we’re learning is there are two types of threats.You’ve got your in- Sandy Hook Elementary incident to drive more sophisticated
ternal threats—that’s what happened at Columbine, where the access control for entrances into the building,” he says.
two shooters were intent on as much destruction and loss of life
McDonald agrees that access control is key. “Glass that won’t
as they could—and then and you’ve got your external threats, break easily … provides an opportunity for us to go into a lockwhich is what happened at Newtown.We’ve done a wonderful job down and keeps that bad guy out until law enforcement can get
over the last decade of preparing for the internal threats. Schools there,” he says.“It’s the opportunity for saving lives.We know that
are doing a great job of that. Now we’re realizing that external school shootings, and mass shootings in general, are all over
threat really has to be on the forefront of our minds. How do we within 15 minutes. Thirty-seven percent of them are completed
do that? We do that through target hardening. It really starts with within five minutes. So [laminated glass is] providing a time barlooking at your building and glass is certainly a key part of that.” rier at the front doors. And most schools today are glass; there’s
so much new construction that’s done in glass because it [allows
for] natural light, it promotes the healthy environment that’s so
While the nightly news focuses on the call for armed school great but makes it really tough from a security aspect. Finding
guards in frightened districts around the nation, many school glass that will stand up under stress when rounds are impacting
districts are taking a quiet look at how a school’s design can it, it’s such a huge opportunity for success.”
keep out potential attackers. That look begins at the front ofTo secure their entrances, many schools are turning to hardfice, where windows’ functionality as an entry point is being ened layers.
weighed against the benefits of the visibility they provide.
“What we are seeing is a lot of school retrofits, where they’re
“Lobby/administration and main entries to the building will adding security vestibules,” says Michael Sklar, chief operating
most likely gain priority attention,” says Greg Abel, president of officer for glazing contractor Hillcrest Glass in Longmont, Colo.
Safe Glass Consulting in Eugene, Ore., of how to make schools “They’re trying to control entrance and exit from schools
safer through design.“This does not mean that all areas of older, [through] locking vestibules.”
existing facilities should be overlooked in regard to unsafe glass
Eric Malzahn, project manager with fabricator Total Security
products, but current attention is being given to budgets and Solutions (TSS) in Fowlerville, Mich., cites one Pennsylvania
intruders with weapons.”
school district as an example. Malzahn is providing a quote for
Dave Hewitt, vice president of sales and marketing for EFCO, upgraded entrance systems to nine of its schools. “They’re baa Pella Company, in Monett, Mo., agrees. “I would expect the sically focusing on the main entrance to the building and then
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We’re realizing that external threat really has to be on the forefront of
our minds. How do we do that? We do that through target hardening.
It really starts with looking at your building and
glass is certainly a key part of that.
—John McDonald, Jefferson County, Colo., School District
locking down the rest of the doors and access points. They’re
trying to funnel [traffic] through a certain point … coming into
a transaction area to talk to the receptionists or the office staff.
They’re actually modifying their entire vestibule to try to funnel the traffic through,” Malzahn says.
With appropriate locking mechanisms (see February 2013
USGlass, page 14), glass vestibules at the school entrance give
administrators in the front office a clear view of potential intruders. More importantly, such vestibules can slow an intruder
down long enough to allow for staff members to respond—assuming something more than traditional tempered glass is used.
However, as Malzahn points out, the entry is but one access
point. His job includes guiding school districts to take a hard
look at what’s practical for their application. “Are they just trying to close off one entrance/exit point or are they looking at
the doors in the rest of the building? You have to bring up the
point that they still have windows all over the place—and nobody’s ever going to have that budget probably for a school district to [upgrade] all of that,” he says.
While more glass can be a deterrent to intruders for the very
fact that it allows improved visibility and response time, some
school officials still see glass as a weakness since it can be a
ready means of ingress despite secure locks. It served that role
at Sandy Hook and at Columbine, as well as at Hastings Middle
School in Hastings, Minn., when an armed eighth-grader was
able to break into a locked-down classroom in April 2010 (see
page 16 for related article) simply by breaking through the windows in the locked entrance doors. Although the Hastings teen
fortunately fired no shots before being tackled by a school police officer, it proved a wake-up call to the school administrators
who have since worked toward replacing tempered glass lites
throughout the school with laminated glass.
It is the use of tempered glass that is among the hot buttons
many school districts are now looking to address.
Many schools are getting an education in glass and realizing
that, for a price, the products exist today that can dramatically
slow an attacker.
“I think the use of laminated glass is very common in new
[school] construction, especially after Sandy Hook,” says Valerie
L. Block, CDT, LEED® AP, senior marketing specialist for
DuPont Glass Laminating Solutions. She adds, “I am seeing a
lot of K-12 school projects through Dodge Reports all over the
United States.” As new education construction increases, districts and designers are taking a second look at how laminated
www.usglassmag.com

lites can strengthen school entry points.
Ram Malut, purchasing manager for glazing contractor NR
Group in West Palm Beach, Fla., points out that, in many ways,
school districts have been inclined to consider glass as a safety
feature for years. “Schools have been using fire-rated glass,” he
mentions.“Previously they used wired glass, but now there is no
more wired glass, only fire-rated glass.” Moreover, in Florida
where NR Group installs many of its products, laminated is the
standard for external applications because the Florida Building Codes require it.
Considering that, thinking in terms of the safety benefits of
glass may not be such a stretch for many districts.
Gerry Sagerman, business development manager for Insulgard Security Products in Brighton, Mich., notes that his company has seen an increase in demand for simple laminated
products, as well as more complicated options. “Since the
tragedy at Sandy Hook, we have seen a significant increase in inquiries regarding securing schools and school entrances.”
Right now, though, only a handful of schools are making
the change.
“There are some school districts around here that do specify
laminated glass and others that are sticking to tempered, so I
think it’s a school district by school district thing,” Sklar says.
Still, Abel expects increased use of some type of laminated
glass to be the trend of the future. “Entry areas providing access to the facilities will be glazed with laminated glass versus
tempered because of its ability to remain in the opening when
broken whereas the tempered glass when broken can be easily
removed from the entire opening, thus providing the intruder
a means to enter the building,” he says.
“We are seeing a lot more laminated glass, which architects
are choosing for security and acoustics,” Hewitt adds. He says,
however, that solutions need to be more complicated than simply adding extra layers to a lite. As he explains, “I don’t necessarily see a big bump in simple laminated glass because it
doesn’t solve the issue of ballistics. We have done several schools
in urban centers where we’ve provided ballistic-rated storefront
and entrances. I don’t see this decreasing.”
While it’s laminated glass that’s been in the news of late, its
use doesn’t necessarily adhere to what many schools really want.
As Malzahn explains, it’s thickness that sets ballistic-rated glass
apart from conventional laminated glass.
“There are many different levels or many different build-ups
of glazing that we could look at but when you start talking about
continued on page 44
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continued from page 43
detention gazing it could be ¼-, ½- or ¾-inch thick, meant
physically to just take the blow of an object. When you get into
ballistics, that is taking the same idea and adding layers to it.
You’re not going to get a ballistic material that is less than ¾inch thick and you could get all the way up to 3-inch thick for
the majority of firearms that are available,” Malzahn says.
Sagerman is one of a growing number of individuals suggesting that ballistic glazing may be the solution to help keep
schools safe. “From our understanding of what happened at
Sandy Hook, it appears a bullet-resistant entrance could have
bought some very valuable time for first responders,” he says.

Many school districts are coming to the same conclusion.
“In the past year we’ve seen increased interest in bullet-resistant products—we have a number of projects under contract to supply bullet-resistant entry products to new and
existing schools,” Sagerman adds.
It’s up to glazing contractors to educate architects as to the
other, more aesthetically appealing, options available, as design
professionals already are setting out to create their own solutions for safer school environments.
As Tobias Parkhurst, chief operating officer of glazing contractor O&P Glass in Manchester, Maine, puts it, “I see only

Glazing can be incorporated in various areas throughout school designs, such as the use of curtainwall in Yorkville
Middle School, to create a bright, open learning environment.
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further growth in these areas and, considering the increasing
awareness of security, we need to make sure that we are educating architects on the availability and advantages of glass
as a safety device.”
As easy as it is to recommend ballistic glass solutions to
school districts, one issue remains a deterrent to its use. Cost.
“There exists an awareness to secure facilities but, due to
budget issues, changing out existing products will be done on
an as-needed basis … meaning when it’s broken, then [they’ll]
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consider the use of a new, improved product,” Abel says.
“Bulletproof [sic] glass is so expensive it’s just not practical
for schools,” McDonald says. However, his school district is renovating with a laminated product of which he reports, “we’re
putting 40 to 42 shots on it and we still can’t get through.”
Schools going up today generally incorporate the cost of laminated into their budgets.“When you consider the size of most
school contracts, some laminated glass at the entrances isn’t
going to be the thing that breaks the bank,” Parkhurst says.
continued on page 46

Designed by Concept 3 Architects of Villa Park, Ill.,
Yorkville Middle School LRC in Yorkville, Ill., is an
example of one project that takes advantage of the
benefits of natural light.
www.usglassmag.com
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When you consider the size of most
school contracts, some laminated glass
at the entrances isn’t going to be the
thing that breaks the bank.
—Tobias Parkhurst, O&P Glass

“When we do value engineering exercises, typically they are
looking for bigger ticket items to make a bigger impact on the
budget. Basically, if we get laminated glass in the spec, I believe
it’s likely to stay there.”
However, for school districts seeking to address their concerns
through more serious methods—or for those considering a
retrofit—the price tag could stop those plans in their tracks. For
example, in a March 2013 blog1, TSS points out that the cost to
install a bullet-resistant glass vestibule can run as high as $30,000.
That cost includes the price of the glass itself, as well as the necessary framing and hardware. According to TSS, “Hardware capable of coping with the added weight of a ballistic
system—including hinges, door closers and the emergency crash
bars mandatory in public school buildings—tend to cost roughly
twice as much as their non-ballistically rated counterparts.”
Still, concerned school officials are asking whether ballistic
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glazing is within their means. “As of recently, we’ve had multiple school districts call us,” Malzahn says. “Shortly after the
[Sandy Hook] incident … there were somewhere around 70
different school districts that had called in, looking for information, trying to get their feelers out there. Whether it was an
architect working for a school district or the school district itself, they were seeing if it was something they could even work
into their budgets.”
When teachers in many districts are paying for their students’
school supplies out-of-pocket, it’s difficult for principals to declare that now is the time to find room in their budget to upgrade their facilities to prepare for the worst. One possible
solution exists: the School Safety Enhancements Act of 2013,
which passed the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee in March (see
continued on page 48
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continued from page 46

related article on page 20). If passed by Congress, the bill would
provide for $40 million annually for safety improvements and
security assessments for the nation’s schools, some of which
could feasibly include upgrades to entrance systems. As of press
time, that bill remained in the Senate, awaiting approval.
Malut points out that school districts are still coming to
terms with how to respond to violent attacks, and designers
are still finding ways they can improve school safety by controlling ingress.
“We haven’t seen anything yet [regarding design changes as
a result of recent incidents], but I think it will take a little more
time to percolate down to us. These things had a major impact
nationwide, and now architects will go into the designing stage
and will go on improving [school design],” he says.
What isn’t expected to change, however, is the use of glass in
schools (see related article on page 26). As schools react in fear,
it’s difficult to look beyond the visibility glass provides in the
case of an approaching attacker. Beyond that, though, natural
daylight is proven to have a positive effect on children’s academic performance2.
McDonald offers a school district’s perspective.“We’re always
balancing that welcoming environment with a fortress building,” he says. “We don’t want our kids to feel like they’re in a
prison or a fortress, but at the same time if we can do something to really strengthen egress and ingress, through glass
doors and windows, that’s a huge opportunity for us.”
“Schools do like glass,” Sklar says simply. “It gives them a
nice environment on the inside as well as it looks good from
the outside.”
Yet, Sklar acknowledges, “I’m sure there’s a struggle within
the design community now about how to optimize that, but we
haven’t really seen it in the field.You don’t see too many schools
without windows—and I hope we don’t.”
As Sagerman puts it, the glass industry continues to innovate in its production of increasingly sophisticated safety products and it’s just a matter of making sure designers and
1 Schools Upgrading to Bullet Resistant Glass After Newtown Tragedy. Total

Security Solutions blog. Retrieved from http://www.tssbulletproof.com/bulletresistant-glass-upgrades-for-school/.
2 Heschong Mahone Group. Daylighting in Schools: An Investigation
into the Relationship Between Daylighting and Human Performance. August 20, 1999.
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As a result of the Sandy Hook shootings, experts expect to
see increasingly stringent glazing used in school projects.

contractors know that. “In the last five years we’ve seen an increase in the use of windows and full-lite doors in tornado and
hurricane safe rooms,” he notes. “Through extensive product
development and testing, we’ve designed a variety of products
including insulating windows, storefronts and large glass doors
that meet the FEMA requirements for safe rooms, while also
giving architects freedom for creative design.”
While architects have that freedom, it is up to fabricators and
glazing contractors to let them know it’s there. Parkhurst points
out that few school officials think of glass as a safety device, and
it’s up to the industry to promote safety features. “Glass looks
awesome and architects want to use it. It’s up to our industry to
make sure they are educated about the products we can provide,” he says.
He adds,“Our livelihoods aside, we are all familiar with the
advantages of glass. Architects want to define themselves and
they want to build exciting things; we’re in a great business
to help them accomplish that.” ■

M e g a n H e a d l e y is the special
projects editor for USGlass Magazine. She
can be reached at mheadley@glass.com.
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Beyond ABCs
and 123s
Can Window Film Keep School Safe?
by Casey Neeley

“E

Could safety and security films be the
solution to protecting our children?
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very school would want to
prevent what occurred at
Sandy Hook from happening but I don’t know that it’s possible. Can you slow it down? Certainly; but
I’m not sure you could stop it,” says Scott
Haddock, vice president of the Protective Glazing Council and president/CEO
of Easton, Md.-based Glasslock.
Today, school systems across the
country are grappling with the question, “how can we keep our children
safe?” Their answers have a wide range;
from armed guards to arming teachers
to limiting or even removing glass all
together. Educated decisions will be
critical and, as many experts agree,
there is no guarantee any one solution
will stop an intruder from breaking into
a school. Be it laminated glass or
safety/security films, solutions are
available that can assist in strengthening the exterior of the building. Professionals collectively agree that window
film products can offer benefits.
“The application of anti-intrusion security film can act as an effective deterrent against forced entry break-ins and
buy some valuable time for staff to alert
authorities and teachers of impending
action,” says Walt Goode, director of
commercial and specialty films for
Aegis Films located in Ashland, Va.
“Security window films have a myrwww.usglassmag.com
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Yocca says dealers should make sure they aren’t creating additional hazards when installing film.

iad of benefits. They protect inhabitants
from flying glass shards in the event of
glass breakage due to natural or manmade disaster and slow down the ability of an intruder to breach glazing
systems. They buy valuable time for
alerting authorities and teachers of
hostile actions taking place,” Goode
continues. “It can also combine vision
control and energy saving benefits depending on the film chosen.
“It can help to save lives, reduce injuries
due to broken glass shards and impede
visibility from the exterior of coated windows and reduce energy consumption
due to less solar heat entering the building(s) that needs to be cooled,” he adds.
A perceived sense of safety is another
benefit experts agree films may offer.
“The films should be placed on all
openings that have glass to bolster the
strength of that glass against forced
entry,” says Goode. “They could also
combine a dark reflective film at the office entry area’s glazing to greatly reduce
vision into the offices from the exterior;
the same goes for exterior-facing windows in any classrooms. This also gives
energy reduction features as well that
will, in time, pay for the film installation
via energy savings due to lower running
times for air-conditioning units.”
Zafer Yousef, owner of Tint Pros in
Parma, Ohio, says he has noticed a rewww.usglassmag.com

Every school would want to
prevent what happened at Sandy Hook from
happening but I don’t know that it’s possible.
Can you slow it down? Certainly; but I’m
not sure you could stop it.
—Scott Haddock, Glasslock

quest for privacy films in addition to
films with safety features.
“One gentleman from a local school
called me and told me they wanted to
tint the school for safety reasons,” says
Yousef. “He said the school didn’t want
potential intruders to see the students
but they wanted the students to know
and be able to see someone outside of
the building. That made me realize consumers are linking privacy with safety
… They weren’t actually asking for security film, they wanted privacy film.
Because outsiders can’t see the students, they feel safer.
“The man from the local school said
the school shootings were the motivation
behind having these films installed,” says
Yousef. “He told me they were going to
teach the students that if they see anyone trying to peer into the windows they
need to alert someone to take action. He
made it sound like it was a must.”
Despite the numerous benefits, ex-

perts are quick to note that security
films can’t stop a speeding bullet or a
determined intruder.
Where is the “Proof”?
As the desire to make schools “bulletproof ” abounds, some experts caution the expectation of full ballistic
protection.
“The inquiries have increased but
most inquiries have centered on wanting to make glazing systems ‘bulletproof ’ which is a claim security
window film cannot claim and never
should espouse,” according to Goode.
“Extreme caution should be taken to
make sure that any claims about performance due to the addition of a film
layer clearly state the specifics of the
glazing itself as supplied by the glazing
manufacturer, the specifics of the film
itself as supplied by the film manufaccontinued on page 52
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ABCs and 123s
continued from page 51

The school didn’t want potential intruders to see the students but
they wanted the students to know and be able to see someone
outside of the building. That made me realize consumers are linking
privacy with safety … They weren’t actually asking for security film,
they wanted privacy film.
—Zafer Yousef, Tint Pros

turer and all relevant specifics of the
ballistics used and the conditions of the
test,” notes Darrell Smith, executive director of the International Window
Film Association (IWFA) based in Martinsville, Va.“Any attempt to imply performance due to the application of the
film under any other conditions (different manufacturer, different glazing,
different ballistics, different conditions), we believe, would be irresponsible as the margin for error could be one
of life safety.”
“I would caution schools that an installation of security window film can
act as a deterrent and slow down potential attackers, but it never should be
considered as a foolproof system that
will protect them against any type of
forced entry attack,” Goode adds. “It

will, at best, buy them some critical
time to alert authorities and all teachers
to help secure all classrooms against
entry from intruders.”
According to Smith, declaring films as
bullet-resistant is too steep of a claim.
“The IWFA has the utmost concern
about any written specification or recommendation that would call for the use
of any type of window film, such as a
safety or security film, as a primary component of a ‘bullet-resistant glazing,’” he
says.“Safety/security films are being used
in conjunction with various designed
and tested bullet-resistance glazings, but
primarily as a ‘spall shield’ to reduce the
‘spalling’ off of small fragments of the
glazings on the interior side in the event
of being penetrated by ballistics.
“Our industry believes there are ade-

quate and acceptable standards and
methods for testing of products as protection against ballistics,” Smith continues. “Since window films are an
addition to glazing, and not intended
for use as the glazing itself, we firmly
believe that an individual glazing
should be tested both with and without
film installed on it for any comparison
of improvement in total performance.”
Smith notes that, in some instances,
film adds little protection against bullets.
“In some cases we have seen demonstrations or claims that the use of film
imparted some bullet-resistant value
when, in fact, the glazing itself without
film had almost those same bullet-resistant qualities,” says Smith. (For more
information on the use of “bulletproof ”
see the box below.)

Is “Bulletproof ” a Dirty Word?

“The word ‘proof’ isn’t something I
use,” Keith Ribalta, owner of Precision
Safety Films in Tampa, Fla.
Glazing and window film professionals agree that the level of bullet- and intrusion-resistance a material can have
varies based on a number of factors, including structure stability and intruder
determination.
“I always tell people when it comes to
security there is a high-level of protection
from these films but I always make the
point to tell them it isn’t an impenetrable
system,” he adds. “You can slow someone
down significantly and help with the response time for police but it’s not going to
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keep out someone who wants to get in.”
When looking for safety and security
films, here is a list of terms consumers
and school districts should look for according to Solar Gard, a manufacturer
of window films:
Safety Glazing: These standards test
the break safe characteristics of glass
specifically for human impact. ANSI Z
97.1 CPSC CFR 1201, AS 2208 and EN
12600.
Bomb Blast: These standards are to
test the performance of glazing when
subjected to various blast pressures.
Standards that apply include GSA TS012003, ASTM 1642-96 and ISO 16933.

Fire: These standards are to test the
performance of building materials when
exposed to fire and heat. Standards
that apply include ASTM E 84, ASTM D
1929 and CSTB M1.
Natural Disaster: These test standards determine the performance of
doors, windows and impact-protective
systems impacted by various-sized missiles and subsequent cycle pressure.
Standards that apply include ASTM
1886/1996.
Intrusion/Burglary Resistance: Burglary resistance standards evaluate a
product’s ability to resist forced entry.
Standards that apply include EN 356.
www.usglassmag.com
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An Education on Film
Many experts blame these mischaracterizations on a lack of product education.
“Most people are neophytes; they really don’t know anything about protective glazing nor what is available for
retrofit. It keeps coming back to education,” says Haddock.
“I think there is some misinformation in the market and it’s important to
give people the right information so
they aren’t overestimating the product,”
Keith Ribalta, owner of Tampa, Fla.based Precision Safety Films says.
Educating school districts is a major
step in increasing the impact these
films can have.
Goode says, “If school officials are
considering an application of security
window film they should understand
fully the capabilities of the security film
and that it cannot guarantee the safety
of all personnel and students against invasion by armed or unarmed intruders.”
Explaining the fact that no film product can be “bulletproof ” is one factor
Haddock says is important.
“I would take the person through an
education process and tell them there
are levels of ballistic products and first,
there is no ‘proof.’ There are levels of
bullet-resistance but they are going to
depend on … what they are looking to
achieve as far as risk reduction. A couple of the districts I spoke with did research on their own. They potentially
can go down the wrong path of what
products are ballistic-resistant and
what offers them the right protection,”
says Haddock.
The potential for intrusion deterrence, Haddock says, is a benefit dealers
should clarify.
“Typically, putting film on existing
glazing does not offer ballistic-resistance in my opinion … If you’re looking
for intrusion protection, which is not
necessarily rated for forced entry but as
continued on page 54
www.usglassmag.com
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What About the Teachers?

While many teachers have yet to learn about all of the benefits safety and security
films may offer, USGlass magazine interviewed several teachers who say the addition
of any safety-enhancing product boosts their perception of overall classroom safety.
Ashley Pennington, a public school kindergarten teacher says, “Anything that
can keep the students safe and decrease the ability of someone breaking into the
school would of course make everyone feel safer.”
“We are in an extremely old building, and, being in an older building, any upgrade could help,” says Amanda Gibson, a private school kindergarten teacher.
“The classrooms on the lower levels of the building would feel safer.”
“I definitely think this improvement would add to the sense of security for the
teachers in the school,” adds first-grade public school teacher, Sarah Elliot.
May 2013 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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ABCs and 123s
continued from page 53

In addition to security, safety films can also offer added benefits, such as UV-resistance and privacy.

a deterrent, laminated glass and security film installed on existing windows
[could help]. Laminated glass has a
higher life cycle and security film is
quickly deployed; if installed properly
with some sort of anchorage, it certainly
offers a level of deterrence or safety. Is it
going to keep anyone out? No; if they’re
determined to get in, they’ll get in,” says

Haddock. “A lot of that depends on the
layout and make-up as well as the existing conditions. As far as security film;
it’s difficult to measure the level of deterrence … [There are too many variables that keep you from] actually
giving some idea of the amount of time
various protective glazing options can
[act as a deterrent].”

One School’s Mission

As schools scramble to reevaluate their safety plans and heighten their security
measures, many are turning to glazing, and window film attachments specifically,
to find a cost-effective method for strengthening their defenses.
Rebecca Schmidt, principal of Immanuel Lutheran School in St. Charles, Mo., sat
down with USGlass magazine to discuss why her school chose to add anti-intrusion
films to the building.
USG: Principal Schmidt, please explain why Immanuel school officials decided
to install safety and security films.
RS: Providing a safe environment for children is a high priority at Immanuel. Our
school is housed in an older building with glass windows in all classrooms and entryways. We continually work to improve the safety measures in our school with security cameras, controlled entry and intruder locks on classroom doors. After the
Sandy Hook tragedy, we looked at our security plan again. The question families
raised was, “What about the glass?” Their fear was that controlled entry was a
non-issue with easy access through the glass windows. We want to do our best to
provide the safest environment for our children.
USG: What type of films did the school choose to have installed?
RS: We installed 3M safety and security window film (Ultra S600) on all glass
doors, entry side panels and first-floor windows.
USG: What do you anticipate these films will do?
RS: We understand the film is not bulletproof, but that it will slow down an intruder attempting to physically enter the building through the glass areas. The film
is a patented technology using micro-layers of 6-mil film that has enormous
strength and tear-resistance. We feel that if we can deter an intruder from entering the building long enough for first responders to arrive, we have added a necessary layer of security for our students and school community.
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Members of the window film and
glazing industries can help with school
safety by knowing both the problems
and solutions that can help boost the
amount of security an installation can
provide, says Glenn Yocca, president of
Pittsburgh-based U.S. Film Crew.
Assessing the Situation
“We’re dealing with a lot of different
schools in light of the tragedy at Sandy
Hook; they’re all looking at it from a security standpoint so we’re looking at
vulnerable areas and helping to secure
those areas,” he says.
In light of recent school tragedies, both
film and glazing professionals wonder if
they can do anything to prevent similar
events from happening in the future. According to the experts, little can be done
to enhance the actual safety film attachments provide, but the amount of safety
that can be added by educating consumers about these films is immense.
While industry members agree safety
films offer a variety of positive attributes,
they are quick to note that education
about these films and their true benefits
plays a major role in meeting realistic security expectations. Knowledge of the
product, as well as how to install it properly and explain its characteristics to
school officials, is paramount.
Looking out for additional problems
is one important step Yocca says installers should heed.
“When you’re providing one solution
you want to make sure you’re not creating
www.usglassmag.com
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a hazard for another potential threat such
as a fire,” he says. “When installing [for]
anti-intrusion you need to make sure that
you still allow for quick and proper egress.”
Noting the specific state of each
building and its individual needs can
help provide for a more appropriate,
safety-enhancing installation.
“Everything that I’ve dealt with in
schools shows you need to provide an
attachment system with the security
film installation,” says Yocca.“If the glass
breaks you want it to remain in place.
“If schools are looking to install antiintrusion films, they need to identify
the vulnerable areas and make sure the
proper thickness of security film and
the proper attachment systems are recommended. Make sure you’re not creating a hazard.”
Dealers also need to make sure they
explain the true benefits of the films
properly without overstating their gains.
“The advantages film offers are a
sense of confidence and comfort for parents knowing that they have been proactive to address these types of issues,” says
Yocca. “Schools can also gain solar protection; they can get secondary benefits
while addressing the primary concern.”
“Essentially, there are advantages to
both the safety and security features of
protective glazing as a whole, whether
you apply films or retrofit with laminated glass,” says Haddock. “What’s important is educating those in the schools
to make sure they have the right products for the particular application. I have
been contacted in the D.C. area by a couple of school districts looking to see
www.usglassmag.com
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what they can do to upgrade their security. What I’ve found is that a lot of time
needs to be spent educating people on
what these films and glazing can do.
“Dealers need to know the applications. What’s the threat level? Is it to
protect against someone attacking
the window or are they trying to
keep people out? Dealers need to be
up to speed on the varying applications,” continues Haddock. “If a
school that’s deemed a higher
threat is looking at having some
sort of ballistic glazing option, deal-
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ers need to make sure they don’t oversell the product. You’re selling safety
and security measures, but to what degree? For film, the biggest concern is
that the product can be oversold.” ■

C a s e y N e e l e y is a
contributing editor for
USGlass magazine. She
can be reached at
cneeley@glass.com.
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The State of School Safety

From Bullet-Resistant Glass to Surveillance Systems, Schools Consider Safety Measures

Coeur d’Alene, Idaho: The
school district is considering numerous capital
improvements, including
bulletproof [sic] glass on
some windows.

Brookings, S.D.: School
officials are exploring the
possibility of installing
laminated glass in school
entrances over the
next few years.

Sioux City, S.D.: The Sioux City school
board is mulling the decision to add bullet-resistant glazing to its schools, according to the local news, though,
superintendent Paul Gausman cites cost
as a concern.

Grand Junction, Colo.: The
safety committee for school
district 51 submitted recommendations to the school
board regarding ways to improve safety for students in
the district. The list included
bullet-resistant glass, among
other measures.

Farmington, Minn.: When recommendations were solicited
for ideas on making the local
schools safer, bullet-resistant
glazing and armed guards
were on the list of what residents wanted to see.

Riverdale, Ill.: School officials
considered bullet-resistant glass
for the entrance of a local elementary school, but tabled the
discussion due to costs, according
to a WBHF-TV report.

Kansas City, Mo.: The
community voted to approve a $20 million no tax bond
issue that extends payoffs on
current bonds, and the Blue
Springs School District superintendent said at least $14
million should be spent on improving school safety. Reportedly, much of that money will be
used to add security at school
entrances.

Versailles, Mo.: School
District officials met with
local law enforcement to
consider options for increasing student safety.
Possibilities include bulletresistant glazing, window
tinting and window bars.
Sequoyah County,
Okla.: A school had
security film installed
as part of safety and
security efforts.

Cleburne, Texas: The
school board has
discussed installing
buzzers,
security
glass, new walls and
entrance doors.
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t’s been five months since an armed gunman entered Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Conn., killing 20 children
and six adults. The gunman reportedly entered the school by shooting through a glass window near the entrance, leading
many to consider whether bullet-resistant glass—along with other security measures—should be implemented into schools.
Here’s a look at some measures school boards across the country are considering in order to increase security and safety.

Caro, Mich.: The school board
approved up to $40,000 to purchase additional equipment to
beef up security at elementary
schools. Superintendent Bruce
Nelson reported that the plan
also includes security glass at
one elementary school.
Pemberville, Ohio:
The school board entered into a contract
to have window film
installed on all doors
and windows at Eastwood Local schools.

West Virginia: Legislators
asked state officials to
budget for bullet-resistant glass as they renovate and build new
schools. However, reports say the state’s
school building authority
executive director questioned the cost and suggested window film as
one alternative.

Derby, Conn.: The school board is considering a number of improvements. Measures such as new locks, alarms, security glass, etc., have
either been installed, are on order or in planning stages.
Southington, Conn.: Officials have been reconsidering plans for glass
doors at two new local middle schools as the building committee vice
chair told architects it might make sense “to reconsider what we are
using for external doors,” according to a local report.

Council Rock, Pa.:
School superintendent Mark Klein is
prepared to spend
$810,000 to improve school security. His proposal
includes the use of
bullet-resistant
glass
around
school entrances.

Greenwich, Conn.: The community approved $1.4 million to improve security at Greenwich public schools. The district plans to
reinforce windows with laminated security glass, and put
shades on classroom doors and windows that can be lowered
in an emergency.

Radnor Township, Pa.: School
district director of operations
Leo Bernabei submitted eight
school safety recommendations
and his list included, among others, adding a shatter-resistant
panel at the Radnor High School
security window.

Orlando: As reported by the Orlando Sentinel, newly-elected
school board member Bill Mathias
drew strong reactions when he
suggested the district pay to train
and arm educators with guns.

www.usglassmag.com

Consumers Speak Out
Consumers also have called on school
officials across the United States to bulk
up safety and many have noted bulletresistant and laminated glass as a specific need.
“Doors that have glass next to locks
should be replaced with laminated
glass,” wrote consumer Malcom Rose of
Philomath, Texas, in a January 29 letter
to the editor that appeared in the Corvallis Gazette-Times. The letter was titled “Simple Security Steps Could
Enhance School Safety.”
Another, James Daggers of Warrington Township, Pa., wrote “Bulletproof
[sic] doors with bulletproof [sic] glass
are the way to go. We also need the
first-floor glass windows to be bulletproof [sic]. If an attack happens and a
would-be killer does get into a school,
the children will be safe in their classrooms. This will allow more time for the
police to arrive and do their job.” Daggers’ letter appeared in the Philadelphia-based Intelligencer.
May 2013 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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Fire
Drill
Why Fire-Rated Glass is

Necessary in Schools

T

by Diana San Diego

he alarm sounds. Teachers swiftly gather the children
from the neatly aligned desks in their classrooms; children align themselves quickly, just as they have been
taught. As a classroom, they exit the room, exit the building
and position themselves outside accordingly.
Today it was just a drill—a fire drill—and it went
smoothly. Next time, though, it could be real. Would the exit
procedure go as well? Will everyone be safe? These are questions that cannot be answered easily. That’s why building
codes exist.
With so many opportunities for glass usage, school designs have seen significant changes over the past few
decades. They have evolved from predominantly brick structures to ones that are open and bright. The requirements for
fire-rated glass can be found in Chapter 7 of the International Building Code (IBC). In the 2012 version, three tables
were updated to clarify where and which type of fire-rated
glazing, whether it is fire-protective or fire-resistive (see box
on page 59), is allowed in the code. These updated tables
were added to make it easier for designers, code officials and
installers to clearly categorize and apply fire-protective and
fire-resistive glazing.
Here’s a look at common areas where codes affect glazing
choices in schools.
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1. One-Hour Exit Corridors

An exit corridor is a horizontal means of egress connecting an
exit or stairway to a public way that protects people exiting a
burning building while preventing the spread of fire. Generally,
exit corridors have a fire-resistance rating of one hour. The IBC
spells out different ratings for protected openings in a 1-hour exit
corridor depending on the glazing application. Highlights include:
• 45-minute fire-protective windows are permitted, but may
not constitute more than 25 percent of the total wall area;
• To exceed 25 percent of the total wall, one-hour fire-resistive glazing must be used.
• 20-minute fire doors with 20-minute vision panels (without hose stream) are permitted.
• Sidelites and transoms around a 20-minute fire door in a
one-hour exit corridor require a 45-minute fire rating with
hose stream.

2. One- and Two-Hour Exit
Enclosures/Stairwells

Stairs are necessary vertical components in an egress path
from anywhere other than the ground floor, and the IBC requires
that interior exit stairways be enclosed. Vertical exit enclosures/stairwells four stories or more must be two-hour fire-resistance rated; vertical exit enclosures/stairwells less than four
www.usglassmag.com
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Fire-rated glass products can be used throughout school
applications to help ensure life safety of the building
occupants.

Protective or Resistive?
What’s the Difference?

Architects commonly ask questions about the differences
in fire-protective glass versus fire-resistive. Here’s a close look
at the differences and where each product type can be used.
Fire-protective glass is designed to compartmentalize
smoke and flames and is subject to application, area and
size limitations under the IBC. Fire-protective glass is typically used in doors and openings up to 45 minutes and cannot exceed 25 percent of the total wall area because it does
not block radiant heat transmission.
Fire-resistive glass is not limited in size. It functions as a fireresistance rated wall and is only limited to non structural applications. This type of fire-rated glass compartmentalizes
smoke and flames, and blocks the transmission of dangerous
levels of radiant heat through the glazing. As a result, it can be
used in wall and door applications 60 minutes and above without the size limitations that apply to fire-protective glass.

stories must be one-hour fire-resistance rated. Restrictions on
doors and fire windows in exit stairwell enclosures include:
• Doors must limit temperature rise to 450ºF (unless the
building is fully sprinklered).
• Fire-protective glazing in a 60- or 90-minute door may not exceed 100 square inches (even if the building is fully sprinklered).
• Vision panels in 60- or 90-minute doors exceeding 100
square inches must be fire-resistive.
• Fire-protective glazing is not permitted in window, sidelite or
transom openings in exit enclosures/stairwells. One- or twohour fire-resistive glazing rated equal to the wall must be used.

3. Interior Fire Walls,
Barriers and Windows

Fire-rated glazing can also be found in areas that are not
necessarily designated as an exit corridor or stairwell/exit
enclosure. Table 716.6 shows the different requirements for
fire window openings in interior walls:
• Only fire-resistive glazing may be used in fire walls and
fire barriers rated one-hour and over, except where 45minute fire-protective glazing is allowed in one-hour fire
barriers used as incidental use areas, mixed occupancy
separations, subject to 25 percent area limits.
• Fire-protective glazing may be used in one-hour fire partitions and smoke barriers and limited to 25 percent of the
wall area. To exceed the 25 percent area limitation, fire-resistive glazing rated equal to the wall must be used.
• Table 716.5 shows the different requirements for door assemblies in two-hour fire barriers walls versus one-hour
fire barriers walls, fire partitions and smoke barriers:
• Fire-protective glazing is limited to 100 square inches in
door vision panels in 90 minute temperature rise and nontemperature rise doors. However, fire-resistive glazing can
be used in door vision panels larger than 100 square inches.
www.usglassmag.com

• Fire-protective glazing is not permitted in sidelites and
transoms surrounding the 90 minute door. Two-hour fireresistive glazing must be used.
• Forty-five-minute fire-protective glazing can be used in
doors, sidelites and transoms in some one-hour fire barriers and other fire partitions.
• Twenty-minute fire-protective glazing can be used in door
vision panels in one-hour smoke barriers. The sidelites
and transoms must use 45-minute fire-protective glazing.

4. The Building Envelope

The IBC works to protect the spread of fire from building
to building by defining horizontal separation distances and
requiring fire ratings for building exteriors in close proximity. The IBC measures the building face to the closest interior lot line or the centerline of a street, alley or public way. If
there is more than one building on the same property, the
IBC refers to an “imaginary” property line.
Table 705.8 in the 2012 IBC lays out the percentage of
protected and unprotected openings and glazing size limits allowed in exterior walls. Fire-protective glazing, such
as glass ceramics, wired glass and specialty tempered
glass, is either limited in size or prohibited altogether depending on fire separation distance. In general, as the fire
separation distance increases, the allowable opening area
and the percentage of allowable fire-protection openings
increases. The limitations in Table 705.8 limitations do
not apply fire-resistive glazing materials tested as part of
a wall assembly. ■
D i a n a S a n D i e g o is the director of marketing
for SAFTI First in San Francisco.
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ShowCase: Focus on School Safety
entrance systems

laminated glass

Protection Portfolio

Kawneer Company Inc. has
taken a crosssection of its
ultra thermal product portfolio
and put it through blast mitigation testing. The company’s
AA®425 thermal entrances,
AA®4325 OptiQ™ Ultra Thermal fixed over project out window and IR501 UT (Ultra
Thermal) framing have been
tested to meet Department of
Defense and Interagency Security Committee (ISC)/General Services Administration
(GSA) requirements as well as
ASTM F1642 to protect building occupants from all forms of
external force, according to the
company.
❙❙➤ www.kawneer.com

Standing Guard

Tristar now offers Sentry Guard, an
alternative to traditional glazing utilizing DuPont’s SentryGlas® Plus interlayer to create a strong, long-lasting
environment that the company says is
safer from forced intrusion through
windows and other glazed areas, compared to non-laminated products.
According to the company, Sentry
Guard offers more than 100 times the
rigidity of standard PVB interlayers
and resistance to forced entry. If broken, Sentry Guard laminates are said
to hold their shape and prevent entry
until the unit can be replaced, even if it
has been shot.

❙❙➤ www.tristarglass.com

Three Doors Down

U.S. Aluminum is now
offering a door trio that
can contribute toward
making schools energy efficient and help lower utility costs. The 650-T
(narrow stile), 700-T
(medium stile), and 750-T
(wide stile) high performance thermal entrance
doors are designed to
provide thermal performance when ordered with
optional foam insulation.
Thermally broken, these
doors have U-factors
ranging from 0.57 to
0.31. The doors include
glass stops for 1-inch
glazing with optional
glass stops for 1 ½-inch
triple glazing. They also
offer the choice of standard or A.D.A. access bottom rails and concealed
adjustable leveling screws for minor variances in door openings.
In addition, adjustable spring-loaded dual weathered thermally broken
astragals are provided with each pair of doors, as well as interior and exterior door sweeps.
❙❙➤ www.crl-arch.com
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Worldwide Concern

Trosifol, a division of the Kuraray
Group in Japan, is a manufacturer of
PVB film for use in laminated safety
glass. According to the company, its
products can be used in architectural
glazing applications in a variety of projects, including schools.

❙❙➤ www.kuraray-am.com

fire-rated glass

A One-Two from TGP

Technical Glass Products (TGP) offers
two different products designed to help
keep students and administrators safe.
Pilkington Pyrostop® is a fire-rated, impact safety-rated glazing material that
blocks radiant and conductive heat
transfer from a fire. The transparent
glass wall panels are fire-rated for up to
two hours and can be used as an alternative to a solid wall material, allowing
unrestricted amounts of glass, according to TGP. According to the company,
Pilkington Pyrostop meets the impact
requirements of CPSC 16CFR1201 Category I and/or Category II. It passes the
hose stream test, and can be installed in
TGP’s narrow profile Fireframes®. It is
also available with up to a Level III bullet-resistance rating for areas desiring
enhanced safety protection and is listed
www.usglassmag.com
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Also available, Keralite Ultra is a clear
tempered or laminated intumescent
gel-filled safety glass-ceramic, designed
to provide optical clarity, sound reduction properties and fire ratings from 20
to 180 minutes.
According to the company, the Ker-
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alite product line fulfills maximum
human impact safety requirements per
CPSC16, CFR Part 1201 CAT II. The
products are tested in accordance with
ASTM E119, NFPA 251, NFPA 252,
NFPA 257, CAN/ULC-S106, S104.

❙❙➤ www.vetrotechusa.com

Play it Safe

by Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
TGP also offers FireLite® fire-rated
ceramic glass, a clear option for highly
visible fire-rated locations where design
professionals do not want to compromise on aesthetics to meet fire-safety
codes. FireLite ceramic glass is available
with fire ratings up to three hours and
impact-safety options. It also passes the
hose stream test and can be installed in
standard fire-rated frames. It is also
listed by Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

❙❙➤ www.fireglass.com

In the Lite

Keralite® glass-ceramic from
Vetrotech Saint-Gobain is designed to
provide a wide selection of solutions
for fire-rated applications. Keralite R, F
and L consist of either a 3⁄16-inch or 5⁄16inch thick glass-ceramic and install
into standard fire-rated frames to contain smoke and flames. These are
available with a surface-applied film
or fully laminated.

www.usglassmag.com

Strybuc Industries offers a variety of safety products that can be used in educational applications, including a variety of window opening control devices
(WOCD), which help protect against potential falls through open single/double
hung, sliding and casement windows. These offerings include devices that permit both emergency escape and rescue.
According to the company, the WOCDs have evolved from window guards and
screens and today are both low cost and effective. They can enhance the appearance and overall function of the window and can be integrated into construction projects and after-market retro-fitting. Such products include angel
vent locks, designed for both single/double hung and sliding windows, as well
as the SafeGard limiting device for casement windows. These products are
available in different sizes and finishes.
❙❙➤ www.strybuc.com

Like a Steel Hawk

The Adams Rite Steel Hawk 4300 electrified deadlatch for aluminum entrance doors provides schools, universities and colleges with patented two-way winged
technology which allows it to adapt to any door swing
right out of the box. The Steel Hawk 4300 interfaces with
existing Adams Rite paddles and handles, including the
new 4600 designer series handles. It is constructed with
stainless steel latch bolts and can replace Adams Rite
4900/4500/4700 series deadlatches using the same
strike plate and adapting to 12, 16 and 24 volts DC.
The Steel Hawk 4300 is rated for continuous duty
and exceeds ANSI/BHMA Grade 1 requirements, according to the company. It is also available with optional smart monitoring, which provides an electrical
indication when the latchbolt is fully extended and in
a secure state. According to the company, the system
does not require cutting or drilling and takes about 15
minutes to install or retrofit.
In addition, the company’s Silent Electrification (SE)
option provides functionality and control with combined
electric dogging and motorized latch retraction features
it says are ideal for schools and campuses if emergency lockdown is required.
The SE motorized latch retraction option offers not only near-silent operation, but also low current draw (0.4 amps run 0.2 amps hold) that allows for
light-gauge wiring and a reduced amperage power supply. The SE option is
available with 3000, 8000 series exit devices and the RITE Door.
❙❙➤ www.adamsrite.com ■
May 2013 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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NewsMakers
appointments

The board of directors of Vitro
S.A.B. de C.V. has appointed Adrian
Sada Cueva as the company’s new
CEO. He succeeds Huga A. Lara Garcia, who is retiring.
Cueva has been president of the glass
containers unit since March 2012 and
has more than 15 years of experience in
the company.
Before leading the glass containers
business unit, he was vice president of
operations and administrative and financial officer of that division. During
2008 and part of 2009, he led Vitro’s internal restructuring division. From
2006 to 2008, he was vice president of
Vitro Automotive, and before that, he
was vice president of Vitro Cristalglass
and held several positions in the flat
glass business unit.
Bonnell Aluminum
parent company Tredegar Corp. has named W.
Brook Hamilton president of Bonnell (also
known as the William L.
Bonnell Co.), effective
June 1, 2013. Hamilton,
Brook
who currently serves as
Hamilton

kudos

Bonnell’s director of business planning,
succeeds Duncan A. Crowdis, who is
retiring.
Hamilton joined Bonnell in 2005 and
was the plant manager of the company’s Newnan, Ga., plant from 2006 to
2012. He was promoted to director of
business planning in 2012.
Prior to joining Bonnell, Hamilton
held various industry management
roles, including production manager
for Alcan Extrusions, plant manager
for Wilkinson Steel and
Metals, general manager of Daymond Aluminum, and general
manager of Central
Wire Co.
Frank S. Sklarsky
was appointed executive Frank S.
vice president of finance Sklarsky
for PPG
Industries. Effective August 1, Sklarsky will also
be named PPG executive
vice president and chief
financial officer. David
B. Navikas, currently
PPG senior vice presiDavid B.
dent of finance and chief
Navikas

Isabella Leung, human resources department manager for Crystal Window and
Door Systems in Flushing, N.Y., was one of several individuals to receive the
Queens “Rising Star” Award. The award recognizes outstanding young leaders
under 40 from the business, non-profit and government sectors of age whose efforts are having a positive impact on the economy and quality of life in Queens, N.Y.

Isabella Leung (c.), Crystal Window & Door Systems’ HR manager, received
the Rising Star Award from Queens Courier founder and publisher Vicki
Schneps (l.) and Queens Borough President Helen Marshall (r.).
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financial officer, will continue in his
current role until August 1, and will
then continue as senior vice president
in a senior leadership role that will be
announced later.
Most recently, Sklarsky was executive vice president and chief financial
officer of Tyco International Ltd.
In addition, PPG announced Scott Sinetar,
vice president of architectural coatings for
North America, will
lead the company’s Scott
combined architectural Sinetar
coatings business in
light of the recent acquisition of AkzoNobel’s architectural coatings business. Sinetar, who was named to his
current position in 2006, previously
served as manager, national accounts;
national sales manager; director of
sales; and general manager, architectural coatings. Earlier in his career, he
held various positions with Olympic®
Paints and Stains.

new hires

Bill Thimons has
been named vice president of operations for
Los
Angeles-based
Pulp Studio.
According to an announcement from the
Bill
company, its acquisition
Thimons
of California Glass Bending led it to create this new position.
Thimons has past experience with IBA
Consultants, where he specialized in
glass facades, and most recently served
as operations manager at Giroux Glass
in Las Vegas.
BCIndustries has hired Dirk Sayre as
its new business development manager.
Sayre is responsible for managing all
of the company’s sales, estimating, new
business development and marketing.
He brings more than ten years of experience in the window and curtainwall
industry to the position. ■
www.usglassmag.com
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Reviews&Previews
glasstec 2014 Dates Announced
he dates for glasstec 2014, the International Trade
Fair for Glass Production – Processing – Products,
are set. The event will be held October 21-24, 2014,
at the fairgrounds in Düsseldorf, Germany.
Exhibitor applications for glasstec 2014 will be available

T

Mark your calendars for glasstec 2014, set to take place
October 21-24 in Düsseldorf, Germany.

64
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online at www.glasstec-online.com starting in June 2013.
In addition, event organizers have announced that solarpeq – the International Trade Fair for Solar Production
Equipment 2014, will be completely integrated into glasstec.
The official opening ceremony will take place on the
evening of October 20—the day before the start of glasstec,
instead of on the first show day as in the past. Event organizers say this will give participants more time to make efficient use of the first exhibition day.
Likewise, the Printed Electronics Products and Solutions
(PEPSO) show will also take place during glasstec 2014.
For further information on visiting or exhibiting at
glasstec 2014, contact Messe Düsseldorf North America
by phone at 312/781-5180, fax at 312/781-5188 or email
info@mdna.com. For information about the PEPSO show
visit www.pepso-global.com. ■

www.usglassmag.com
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Up&Coming
NORTH AMERICAN EVENTS

June 10-12, 2013

NeoCon 2013
Organized by Merchandise
Mart Properties Inc.
Merchandise Mart
Chicago
www.neocon.com

June 20-22, 2013

AIA National Convention
Sponsored by the American
Institute of Architects (AIA)
Denver Convention Center
Denver, Colo.
Contact:
http://convention.aia.org/even
t/convention-home.aspx

August 6-9, 2013

IGMA Summer Technical
Conference 2013
Sponsored by IGMA
Halifax Marriott Harbourfront
Hotel and Resort
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
Contact: www.igmaonline.org

September 10-12, 2013

GlassBuild America 2013
Sponsored by AAMA, BEMA,
GANA, IGMA and NGA
Georgia World Congress Center
Atlanta
www.glassbuild.org

September 18-20, 2013

Auto Glass Week™
Co-sponsored by AGRR™
magazine, the Auto Glass
Safety Council™ (formerly
the AGRSS Council), the
Independent Glass Association,
the National Glass Association
and the National Windshield
Repair Association. Includes
Auto Glass Repair and
Replacement Olympics
Tampa Marriott Waterside
Hotel and Marina and the
Tampa Convention Center
Tampa, Fla.
Contact:
www.autoglassweek.com

September 18-20, 2013

International Window Film
Conference and Tint-Off™
Co-sponsored by USGlass
magazine, WINDOW FILM
magazine and the International
Window Film Association

Tampa Marriott Waterside
Hotel and Marina and the
Tampa Convention Center
Tampa, Fla.
Contact: www.windowfilmmag.com/IWFC

October 14-17, 2013

74th Conference
on Glass Problems
Organized by the Glass
Manufacturing Industry
Council and Alfred University
Greater Columbus Convention
Center
Columbus, Ohio
Contact: http://glassproblemsconference.org

October 31November 1, 2013

Glass Expo Midwest ™ 2013
Sponsored by USGlass
magazine
Renaissance Schaumburg
Convention Center Hotel
Chicago (Schaumburg), Ill.
Contact:
www.usglassmag.com/gems

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
June 11-15, 2013

Glass Performance
Days (GPD)-Finland
Organized by Glaston Finland
Tampere Hall
Tampere, Finland
Contact: www.gpd.fi

October 1-3, 2013

Metalcon International 2013
Sponsored by Metal
Construction Association
Georgia World Congress Center
Atlanta
Contact: www.metalcon.com

October 23-26, 2013

Vitrum
Sponsored by the Italian
Machinery Manufacturers
Association (GIMAV)
Fiera Milano
Milan, Italy
Contact: www.vitrum-milano.it

July 7-14, 2014

GPD USA 2014
Organized by Glaston Finland
Pennsylvania Convention Center
Philadelphia, Pa.
Contact: www.gpd.fi ■

To see the full event schedule or
add your own events, visit
www.usglassmag.com/events.php.

www.usglassmag.com

Centrally Located, Sessions for Success,
One Spooktacular Date

October 31-November 1, 2013

Renaissance Schaumburg Convention Center Hotel
Chicago (Schaumburg), IL

Co-sponsored by the Illinois Glazing Association, the
Indiana, Ohio, Minnesota and Wisconsin Glass Associations,
Detroit Glass Dealers Association, the Association of Glazing
Contractors and USGlass, DWM and WINDOW FILM magazines.

Booth spaces are still available contact
tczar@glass.com to secure your location!

540/720-5584
www.usglassmag.com/gems
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Film Covered Wire

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

PRELCO Inc.
94 Cartier Boulevard
Rivière-du-Loup QB
Canada, G5R 2M9
P: 888/277-3526 F: 418/862-2274
www.prelco.ca

PRL Glass
13644 Nelson Avenue
Industry, CA 91746
P: 800/433-7044 F: 626/968-9256

Fire-Rated Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Acid Etched Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
P: 888/320-3030 F: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

Anti-Reflective Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Get Your
Company Noticed!
Place your listing
today. Prices start at
just $395 per year.
Don’t miss out!
Deadline for the July
issue is June 26th.
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General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Precision Glass Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
P: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
F: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
Decorative

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | May 2013

Fire-Rated Glass,
Impact Resistant

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com
Hurricane-Resistant

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com
Laminated

Argo
Edge
Seal

®



Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Digital Printing

PLUS

Curved/Bent




 

  

ARCHITECTURAL GLASS
Architectural Glass,
General

FIGHTS
DAMAGE
DUE TO:
■ Moisture
■ Cleaners
■ Solvents

ENHANCED EDGE
PROTECTION FOR
TPU & PVB
LAMINATED GLASS
COMPOSITES

Argotec

®

Urethane Film & Sheet

ArgoEdgeSealPLUS®
53 Silvio O. Conte Drive
 
 
 
 
(413)772-2564
info@argotec.com
www.argotec.com

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
www.usglassmag.com
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Precision Glass Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
P: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
F: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
Laminated/
Fire Rated Wire

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

Pattern Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Radiation Shielding

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
P: 800/327-3320 F: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
P: 800/444-XRAY or 800/444-9729
F: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com
Screenprinted Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Tempered

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
www.usglassmag.com

Precision Glass Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
P: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
F: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

Wired Glass

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

X-Ray Fluoroscopic

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
P: 800/327-3320 F: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
P: 800/444-XRAY or 800/444-9729
F: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com

X-Ray Protective

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
P: 800/327-3320 F: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

ARCHITECTURAL METAL
Dies/Custom Metal

EFCO Corporation
1000 County Road
Monett, MO 65708
P: 800/221-4169 F: 417/235-7313

Metals, General

PRL Glass
13644 Nelson Avenue
Industry, CA 91746
P: 800/433-7044 F: 626/968-9256

COMMERCIAL
WINDOWS
Fire-Rated Windows

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

CURTAINWALL
Curtainwall, General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

®

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com
Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
P: 800/432-8132 F: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com
TM

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
P: 800/444-XRAY or 800/444-9729
F: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

DECORATIVE GLASS
Decorative Glass, General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Etched Glass

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
P: 888/320-3030 F: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
sales@walkerglass.com

Glue Chip

International Glass Specialists
2005 Venture Park
Kingsport, TN 37660
P: 423/578-7700 F: 423/578-6500

U-Channel Glass

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

DOORS
Bullet Resistant

Total Security Solutions, Inc.
170 National Park Drive
Fowlerville, MI 48836
P: 866/930-7807
www.tssbulletproof.com
United States
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
P: 301/218-7920 F: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com

Closers

Access Hardware Supply
14359 Catalina Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
P: 800/348-2263 F: 510/483-4500

Fire-Rated Doors

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
P: 888/653-3333 F: 888/653-4444
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com
continued on page 68
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Fire-Rated
Framing Systems

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com
DOOR COMPONENTS

JLM Wholesale, Inc.
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
P: 800/522-2940 F: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com

Door Screens

Quanex Building Products
1900 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
Pat.Kreider@quanex.com

Jamb

Quanex Building Products
1900 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
Pat.Kreider@quanex.com

Patio Door Screens

Quanex Building Products
1900 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
Pat.Kreider@quanex.com

Thresholds

Quanex Building Products
1900 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
Pat.Kreider@quanex.com

DOOR HARDWARE AND
RELATED PRODUCTS

JLM Wholesale, Inc.
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
P: 800/522-2940 F: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com

68

Multipoint Locks

Quanex Building Products
1900 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
Pat.Kreider@quanex.com

Muntin Tapes

Quanex Building Products
1900 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
Pat.Kreider@quanex.com

Stiffeners

Quanex Building Products
1900 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
Pat.Kreider@quanex.com

Weatherseals Pile, Fin, Bulb

Quanex Building Products
1900 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
Pat.Kreider@quanex.com

GLASS FURNITURE
Fireplace Glass

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

Tabletops

Spancraft Ltd.
920 Railroad Avenue
Woodmere, NY 11598
P: 516/295-0055 F: 516/569-3333
www.spancraft.com
Jordan@spancraft.com

INFORMATION
& ORGANIZATIONS
Associations

Insulating Glass
Manufacturers Alliance
300 -1500 Bank Street
Ottawa, ON K1H 1B8
365 - 27 N. Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60606-2800
P: 613/233-1510 F: 613/482-9436
www.igmaonline.org
enquiries@igmaonline.org

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | May 2013

INSULATING GLASS
AND COMPONENTS

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Airspacers

Helima Helvetion Intl.
PO Box 1348
Duncan, SC 29334-1348
P: 800/346-6628 F: 864/439-6065
www.helima.de
kmadey@helimasc.com
Quanex Building Products
1900 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
Pat.Kreider@quanex.com

Muntin Bars

Quanex Building Products
1900 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
Pat.Kreider@quanex.com

Sealants, General

Quanex Building Products
1900 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
Pat.Kreider@quanex.com

Spacers, General

Quanex Building Products
1900 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
Pat.Kreider@quanex.com

Units, Bent-Curved

Precision Glass Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
P: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
F: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

INSULATING
GLASS MACHINERY
AND EQUIPMENT
Production Lines

Quanex Building Products
1900 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
Pat.Kreider@quanex.com

MACHINERY/EQUIPMENT

Erdman Automation Corp.
1603 South 14th Street
Princeton, MN 55371
P: 763/389-9475 F: 763/389-9757
www.erdmanautomation.com

Laminated Lines/
Machinery

Casso-Solar Technologies LLC
506 Airport Executive Park
Nanuet, NY 10954
P: 845/354-2010 F: 845/547-0328
www.cassosolartechnologies.com
sales@cassosolartechnologies.com

MIRROR AND MIRROR
RELATED PRODUCTS
Acid Etched Mirror

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
P: 888/320-3030 F: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com

Antique Mirror

D & W Incorporated
941 Oak Street
Elkhart, IN 46516
P: 800/255-0829 F: 574/264-9859

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
Spancraft Ltd.
920 Railroad Avenue
Woodmere, NY 11598
P: 516/295-0055 F: 516/569-3333
www.spancraft.com
Jordan@spancraft.com
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Mirror, General

D & W Incorporated
941 Oak Street
Elkhart, IN 46516
P: 800/255-0829 F: 574/264-9859

SERVICES
Shop Drawings

Drafting Services
by Scott Brown Inc.
156 Peachtree East, Ste. 225
Peachtree City, GA 30269
P: 770/461-8092 F: 678/489-9037

SKYLIGHTS &
OVERHEAD GLAZING
SYSTEMS
Skylight, General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

SOFTWARE
Software, General

PMC Software Inc.
Bartles Corner Business Park
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Suite 11
Flemington, NJ 08822
P: 908/806-7824 F: 908/806-3951
www.pmcsoftware.com

STOREFRONT/
ENTRANCES
Storefront Material,
General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Pittco Architectural
Metals, Inc.
1530 Landmeier Rd.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
P: 800/992-7488 F: 847/593-9946
www.pittcometals.com
info@pittcometals.com

TOOLS AND SUPPLIES

Bohle America
10924 Granite Street, Suite 200
Charlotte, NC 28273
P: 704/887-3457 F: 704/887-3456
www.bohle-america.com

WINDOW HARDWARE

Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave., Suite 102C
Sharon Hills, PA 19079
P: 800/352-0800 F: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com

Something Missing?

Place your listing today. Prices start at just $395 per year. Don’t
miss out! To place your listing, please contact Tina Czar at
540/602-3261 or email tczar@glass.com.

Window Screens

Quanex Building Products
1900 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 800/233-4383
Pat.Kreider@quanex.com

WINDOWS
Blast Resistant

United States
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
P: 301/218-7920 F: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com

Fire Rated

Technical Glass Products, TGP
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com ■
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Products for Sale

Businesses for Sale

• Non-Autoclave Laminating Machine
for EVA, SGP (Dupont) & PVB
• Tempering Furnace - Flat & Bending
ALL SIZES
• New CNC Glass Cutting table with
Laser Scanning Feature
• New 8-Spindle Beveler.
• New 9-Spindle flat Edger/Miter. Ideal
for shower doors. Our best seller. Over
200 installed and operating in US.
• New Shape Edger/Beveler.
• 48”, 63”, and 72” Horizontal Washers
Prices EXW Miami. Includes free installation/training/spare parts. In-house
technical support. Machines in stock.
www.jordonglass.com
Ph: 800/833-2159.
E-mail: sales@jordonglass.com

Miller-Holzwarth Inc., Salem, OH
Mfr. of US military periscopes &
ballistic windows
FOR SALE BY COURT ORDER
June 6, 2013, at 1:30 PM
Medina County Courthouse
330.722.4488
barbaccitrustee@gmail.com

All Machines in Stock

Curved China Cabinet Glass

Stock curves fit most cabinets. Most sizes
$90, $95, $98 delivered. Zone charges
may apply. Call 512/237-3600, Peco Glass
Bending, PO Box 777, Smithville, TX 78957.
www.usglassmag.com

Employment/
Help Wanted
Estimator Needed

Company with 30 years experience located
in Miami, Florida is looking for an estimator
with sales experience. Qualified individuals,
send resume to Lorraine@penalum.com

Independent Sales Reps

Glass fabricator with 25 years in the industry,is
looking to expand their sales force with independent representatives to sell architectural
glass & metals. Please send us your resume to
rubeng@prlglass.com

Industry Services
Bieber Consulting
Group, LLC

Is a group of retired Glass Industry Executives with the ability to solve your
problems, grow your business and add to
your revenue stream. With over 40 years
of expertise managing sales and profits,
we know cost reduction, sales & marketing, finance, glass fabrication, safety, purchasing, labor relations and more. To
explore how we can be of benefit to you,
call Paul Bieber at 603/242-3521 or email
paulbaseball@msn.com

Used Equipment
USED MACHINERY
BOUGHT & SOLD

www.glassmachinerysales.com
Ph: 724/348-8450

We Buy & Sell Used Glass
and Window Machinery
www.ameracanequipment.com
dave@ameracanequipment.com
855/669-9108 or
Outside U.S. 303/669-9108
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continued from page 72

its best to educate future politicians,
business leaders, tradesmen, educators
and even a few gangsters. And I had
loved this old school dearly. So when I received a call from Mrs. Darby, the senior
of the school’s two seventh grade teachers, to be the guest speaker for their annual career day, I accepted the invitation
without any hesitation. After all, I had always believed that I was a teacher at
heart and that, had it not been for a twist
of fate or two, it could have been me
making a call to line up a career day
speaker for my students.
Mrs. Darby presented me to her class
of 27 bright, adorable, eager little minds
and, for 20 minutes or so, I explained
the roll that glass played in the lives of
all of us … both young and old. How
glass kept us safe, helped keep us warm
on the coldest of days while giving us a
chance to see what was going on in the
world around us and allowed our lives
to be lived more enjoyably and comfortably. I used pictures, charts and
samples for my presentation. They listened in silence … almost motionless
… seemingly awestruck. I didn’t see
how it could have gone any better!
At the teacher’s prompting, the children applauded after I made my concluding remark. Then she explained
that the children would now be allowed
to ask questions and that I should not
feel hurried with my answers.
She further explained that they were
a modern, progressive class and that
the children would not have to raise
their hands and then be recognized before asking a question. They were only
required to not all speak at once and to
be respectful of each other. A true professional this teacher Darby, I thought.
No doubt, I would have been the same.
Confident that my presentation had
been both informative and interesting,
I was more than ready to respond to
what I was sure would be intelligent
and insightful questions. Mrs. Darby
then made her way to a chair next to the
windows and nodded to the class that
it was okay to begin.
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“Sir,” began the first child to speak up,
“your job sounds kinda boring. Do you
actually like it?”
“Yes I do ... most of the time anyway,
and some days it’s even fun,” I responded.
“Do you make a lot of money at your
job?” asked a round faced little boy up
front.
“No,” I replied, “I don’t make a lot of
money but I’m able to pay my bills and
live decently.”
“Are you in a union?” asked a freckle
faced redheaded boy from the back of
the room.
“No,” I replied, “I’m not.”
“Because my dad says,” the redhead
went on, “you gotta be stupid to have a
job and not belong to the union cause
if you’re in the union you always make
more money but you don’t have to work
very hard.”
From a little girl with a bright green
sweater, “Do you have a puppy?”
“No I don’t have a puppy.”
“Cause Mr. Johnson, who came and
spoke to us last year, has a lot of puppies.
He owns a pet store and he even brought
two puppies with him last year when he
spoke to us. He let us play with them, too.”
“That’s nice,” I replied and then, trying to move the questioning in a different direction, added, “and I’m sure that
Mr. Johnson’s pet store has a nice big
glass window in front so we can all see
the nice little puppies. Does anyone
want to know what kind of glass is
probably in Mr. Johnson’s window?”
“Did you bring a treat for us, Mr. Hill?”
asked a girl with a missing front tooth.
“No, I didn’t bring a treat. I didn’t
know that I was supposed to,” I replied,
starting to feel a bit uncomfortable.
“Do you have a cat?” asked a boy sitting very close to me.
“No, I’m sorry; I don’t have a cat either.”
“Don’t you like pets?” the same kid
continued.
“He’s not in a union either,” the redhead chimed in before I could attempt
to answer.
“And he didn’t bring a treat,” missing
tooth girl added as a couple of kids booed

softly. Thinking the entire situation was
starting to unravel, I looked toward Mrs.
Darby for support, but she was staring out
the window at a squirrel sitting on the
branch of a tree chewing on a nut. Her
eyes weren’t moving and she was sitting
as rigid as a rock. I think she had slipped
into a trance of some kind leaving me to
fend for myself. I could feel a trickle of
sweat working its way down my back. I
turned back to the hostile crowd … I
mean kids, and suggested that if there
weren’t any more questions that maybe I
would leave now.
“Mr. Johnson brought a treat and
puppies,” said a previously quiet kid
from the middle of the room. “He was a
very nice man.”
I took another quick glance toward
teacher Darby but neither she nor the
squirrel had moved. In fact, they now
seemed to be staring at each other.
“Hey,” yelled out a kid who looked
like he might be the school bully, “do
you make a lot of money in that glass
business of yours?”
“He can’t be making a lot of money,”
snorted the redhead before I could utter
a word, “cause he’s not in a union.”
Ignoring the redhead and looking directly at the future felon, I replied, “I
don’t make a lot of money but I make
enough to get by, and I think as you
children get a little older, you’ll come to
realize that finding a job you like is
much more important than making a
lot of money.”
As children started falling out of their
chairs with laughter, the future felon
picked up a text book and threw it at the
redhead, hitting him squarely on the
shoulder.
The noise of the book hitting the
floor after it hit the redhead apparently jolted teacher Darby out of her
trance, because she now made her
way toward me with a peaceful smile
on her face. She thanked me once
again for stopping by and then led the
class in a less than enthusiastic round
of applause.
“Mr. Hill,” teacher Darby now intoned.
www.usglassmag.com
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“I always ask our career day speakers one
question before they leave and in your
case it is a particularly pertinent question
because, just like these boys and girls here
today, you once sat in this very classroom
and dreamed about your future.”
“OK, Mrs. Darby. What would that
question be?”
“Well Mr. Hill, when you were in the
seventh grade, what did you want to
grow up to be?”
I looked up at the ceiling for a second or two as if to be pondering the seriousness of the question. Then,
making eye contact with as many of
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the 27 children in the room as possible,
I answered.
“That’s an easy one, Mrs. Darby. I
would have liked to have grown up and
owned a pet store.”
“Really, Mr. Hill?”
“Yes indeed. With lots of puppies and
kittens and, naturally, it would have been
a union pet store. And, by the way, Mrs.
Darby, I was in such a hurry to get here
today that I forgot to bring the treats that
I had planned to pass out so I’d like to give
you $20 to buy some treats for the class.”
She took the twenty dollar bill that I
had tried to gracefully remove from
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my wallet, smiled a wicked little smile
and said, “You know Mr. Hill, twenty
dollars won’t go very far these days.
Especially with 27 children. Could you
make it fifty?”
I pulled my wallet back out and
added thirty dollars to the twenty I
had already contributed, nodded my
head, turned and walked out the
classroom door, under the big black
round clock. As I did so, I glanced over
my shoulder and noticed the redhead
and the felon giving a thumbs up sign
to teacher Darby. I was right. Nothing
had changed. ■
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Company

Adams Rite
AGC Glass Company North America
Armortex Inc.
Avant Guards
Banom Inc.
Cardinal IG
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
EFCO Corp.
Glass Association of North America
Glass Expo Midwest ’13™
Glasswerks L.A. Inc.
Glaston Corp.
Guardian Industries
IGE Glass Technologies Inc.
Insulgard
JLM Wholesale
Kawneer Co. Inc.
LISEC America
MyGlassTruck.com
Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
PPG Industries Inc.
Precision Glass Bending
PRL Glass Systems Inc.
Pulp Studio Inc.
Soft Tech America
Strybuc Industries
Trulite Glass & Aluminum Solutions
Vetrotech Saint-Gobain

www.usglassmag.com

Phone

800/872-3267
800/234-9380
800/880-8306
718/366-6565
800/227-7694
952/935-1722
800/421-6144
800/221-4169
785/271-0208
540/720-5584
888/789-7810
856/780-3001
866/482-7374
800/919-7181
800/624-6315
800/522-2940
770/449-5555
866/547-3226
800/254-3643
866/653-2278
888/774-4332
800/543-8796
877/775-2586
310/815-4999
954/568-3198
800/352-0800
866/629-2724
888/803-9533

Fax

800/232-7329
404/446-4221
210/661-8308
718/366-0010
800/456-8393
952/935-5538
800/587-7501
416/581-0700
785/271-0166
540/720-5687
888/789-7820
856/234-4331
248/340-2111
561/741-3071
810/844-0920
248/628-6733
770/734-1560
952/641-9935
856/863-6704
310/264-4703
412/826-2299
800/543-8798
877/274-8800
310/815-4990
954/563-6116
610/534-3202
954/724-9293
253/333-5166

Web Address

www.adamsrite.com
www.us.agc.com
www.armortex.com
www.avantguards.com
www.banom.com
www.cardinalcorp.com
www.crlaurence.com
www.efcocorp.com
www.glasswebsite.com
www.usglassmag.com/gems
www.glasswerks.com
www.glaston.net
www.sunguardglass.com
www.igesolutions.com
www.insulgard.com
www.jlmwholesale.com
www.kawneer.com
www.lisec.com
www.myglasstruck.com
www.oldcastlebe.com
www.ppgclarvista.com
www.e-bentglass.com
www.prlglass.com
www.switchlite.com
www.stgroup.com
www.strybuc.com
www.trulite.com
www.vetrotechusa.com

For more information on these companies’ products, visit http://products.usglassmag.com
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Irving Elementary

I

by Lyle R. Hill

paused for just a few seconds after
walking through the main entrance
vestibule doors as memories engulfed me. Good memories. Memories
of a time long ago when life, my life at
least, was much simpler.
The shiny tile floor, the smell of chalk
dust, the clanging locker doors and the
constant chatter of children making their
way to their classes. And then, just as I
became totally lost in the moment, the
big bell on the hallway wall rang loudly
and sent teachers and students alike to
their respective classrooms. Everything
was just as I had remembered it and
what a delightful scene it was!
Who could have possibly guessed that
one day I would be invited back to speak
at Irving Elementary … the school where
I had spent six happy years of my childhood? The school from which I almost
graduated. Well, let me correct that. I did
in fact graduate, but a bad case of the
mumps kept me from actually attending
the graduation ceremony, for a day or two
that was of great concern to my mother.
Leaving nothing to chance, she actually
went to the school on the night of the ceremony to get my diploma. But because the
school had been informed that I was not
going to be there, they had not brought it
with them to the ceremony. My poor
mother did not sleep until the official document arrived in the mail a few days later.
My mother and father hadn’t received
a great deal of formal education. My
mother didn’t graduate from high school
and my father never attended one. But
that didn’t keep them from placing a high
degree of importance on the formal educational process. In fact, my mother had
very much wanted me to be a teacher
and, as I was growing up, I wanted the
same. When I enrolled for college, I had
listed my major as Elementary Education. My plan was to one day return to
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good old Irving Elementary to teach seventh grade social studies and math while
coaching the school baseball team to
perennial district #89 championships.
To my pleasant surprise, the old school
really did look just the way I remembered it. The gym with its smoothly polished wooden floor, the not-so-smooth
yet brightly painted interior cinder block
walls, the flimsy bulletin board cases
outside each classroom, even the old ceiling-mounted pendent light fixtures. The
classrooms still had old-fashioned chalk
boards and panels of cork still ringed the
rooms near the ceiling with the usual assortment of small lightweight cardboard on whatever paper they might be worksheets of cursive style letters tacked to ing on. This seemed very awkward to
them. Pull-down map coils topped some me. I would later be told that this has
of the blackboards and a big black round now been the style in most school disclock still stood guard over the top of the tricts for several years, although I must
only door in or out of each classroom. In confess, this makes little sense to me.
all these years, I thought, absolutely However, as someone who missed their
nothing has changed.
own eighth grade graduation ceremony,
The one and only exception to all of who am I to question such things?
this was the lack of desks in the various
Irving Elementary has, to say the least,
classrooms. In my day, we sat in neat, a storied history. At least a half dozen fororderly rows of desks. As I remember it, mer or current NBA stars played in its litthere were usually about six rows across tle postage stamp of a gym. Black Panther
and each row was about five desks deep. leader Fred Hampton went to school here
Typically, there was about three feet or and lived just across the street, less than
so of spacing between each row. But the 100 feet, from the main entrance.
desks were gone and now each class- Through the years, the school has done
room had tables kind of randomly
spread throughout the room and
continued on page 70
each table had four students assigned to it. This arrangement
L y l e R . H i l l is the
meant that some of the kids didn’t
managing director of Keytech
face the front of the classroom. InNorth America, a company
stead, they more or less faced each
providing research and
other, across these somewhat
technical
services for the
small tables. So when a teacher
glass and metal industry. Hill
was speaking to the class, some of
has more than 40 years experience in the
the kids would have to turn in
glass and metal industry and can be
their chairs to face the teacher and
reached at lhill@glass.com. You can read
then would have to spin back
his blog on Wednesdays at
around to write something down
lyleblog.usglassmag.com.
www.usglassmag.com
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It’ll change the way you look at neutral glass.
Introducing Solarban® 67 glass. A crisp, vibrant neutral glass that stands out from
the crowd. For a sample, call 1-888-PPG-IDEA or visit ppgideascapes.com/sb67.
Solarban, IdeaScapes, PPG and the PPG logo are trademarks of PPG Industries Ohio, Inc.

67
PPG Industries, Inc., Glass Business & Discovery Center, 400 Guys Run Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15024 www.ppgideascapes.com

